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ANALYSIS
Free Elections and General Disarmament the key to Foreign Policy
HE REITERATED DEMAND for free elections and general
disarmament is more than ever the key to foreign policy.
Again the Russians close the door and relapse into a sulky timidity :
they realise that for the moment they have failed completely in
Germany — which they recently admitted to be the central problem
— so they give priority to every other matter under the sun and
talk at large, with a stale querulousness, in order to hide their
discomfiture and find time to think again. Thi -sis not the moment
for the West also to retreat into the heavy inept; aide of laying down
conditions before conference, which are clearly impossible for the
Soviets to accept; they are made no more palatable by pious
platitudes, which are incomprehensible to Russians and puerile
to Europeans. It is more than ever the moment for a dynamic
foreign policy — for that continual striving and spiritual athletic
ism, which is the prime need of this period. Above all the West
should produce clear cut policies which compel the Soviets to
concede peace, or to give ground : it is profoundly mistaken to
allow them to sit where they are, supplied with the good excuse
that the demands of the West are impossible. That is why we
require simple principles which the whole world can understand
and the Soviets cannot avoid. We should repeat again and again
a testing offer : we will discuss any degree of disarmament — the
most complete disarmament — provided it can be made effective
and immune from trickery. But in return we require the freedom
of all the European peoples ; which means free elections in all
the occupied territories, guaranteed by neutral commissions, like
the 1935 election in the Saar. (And after the recent performance
of the British High Commission in the German elections it would'
be something more than a gesture to extend this effective guarantee
of free elections to the territories occupied by the Western powers ;
let us have a good cleaning of both pot and kettle, while we are
about it). How can the Russians resist indefinitely a clear and
simple demand for freedom and disarmament ? If they refuse
they have ruined the position of every Communist Party in the
world, if these parties are faced with skilful and energetic opponents.
If they accept we have freed Europe and eliminated a real threat
to the life of the world, which is full scale war fought with modem
armaments. (The struggle will inevitably continue — no realist
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could deny it — but in a form more political than military ; and
it will be fought with weapons which anyhow will not wreck the
planet.)
Eden’s little by little ; or Diplomacy of Principle and Mass
The alternative method is that dreary procession up the Garden
of Eden which has wasted so many years. The theory has been
frequently, and dully, explained ; it is to discuss matters detail
by detail, and above all to avoid any clash of principle. It is,
of course, the theory which best suits the Russian method of delaying
action : in principle they are always disposed to procrastinate
because their Marxist belief teaches them that delay will make
things worse for their opponents ; in practice they find them
selves nonplussed by the failure of their tactics in Western Europe,
so they strive for time to manoeuvre and devise more effective
means. The Eden technique of little by little leads to interminable
debate on details and, consequently, postpones all discussion of
everything that really matters ; it plays straight into the Soviet
hands by providing them with unlimited material for delaying
action in the realm of reality and for noisy demonstration in the
sphere of propaganda. We need on the contrary to bring them
right up against decisive principles in the realm o f reality, whose
negation will be a disaster for them in the sphere of propaganda.
All this is very shocking to the old diplomacy which learnt over
centuries that a conference which failed, behind the usual closed
doors, put things back a long way ; if the old gentlemen once got
cross with each other, it took quite a time to get them together
round the dinner table again. But this ancient situation has no
relation to the modem scene in which great mass forces depend
for their momentum on the opinion of the peoples. More and
more these clashing creeds will fight for the mind and soul of the
peoples ; even the military struggle of the future — far more
akin to the experience of the partisan who depends for succour
and protection on the surrounding population, than to the .old
military text books — will depend on the sympathy, whether
secretly or openly expressed, of the mass of the people. Even at
home the Soviets are deeply susceptible to this fact — the recent
hasty liberalisation of their domestic affairs proves it again — and
in the satellite and occupied countries they know that in the end
(he will of the people will be decisive ; if they did not know before,
they will have learnt from the lesson o f East Berlin. Is it con
ceivable that the Soviets can retain their precarious position in
4
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these countries, let alone maintain the strength of Communist
parties in free countries, if they are forced to stand on a flat denial
of free elections and general disarmament ? The shadow of the
homburg hat and monocle will pass from diplomacy in favour of
rougher shapes, who have been nurtured in mass struggle and can
speak in language which the people understand.
It is unlikely that the newcomers will be bogus working men,
the types who began in pit and factory and spend the rest of their
lives in forgetting it (like Charles II their principal preoccupation
is not to repeat their unfortunate experiences). The old idea that
a British Foreign Secretary should be able to speak one or two
foreign languages was not really surpassed by a recent experience
of a Foreign Secretary whose only apparent qualification was that
he could not speak his own.
M r. A ttlee’s “ Common Interest ” with Russia

Mr. Attlee in one of those simple, but clear and coherent speeches,
which reduce the intellectual stature of his rivals in the Labour
Party to dwarf dimensions, declared at the Party Conference that
Labour had a “ common interest ” with Russia in face of a re
surgent Germany. It was to be expected that he would continue
to reflect the pro-Soviet and anti-German complex of his party ;
but things became serious when Mr. Leathers, M.P., indicated
that Sir Winston Churchill would hold the same opinion. His
remark had some importance because it occurred in the course
of a nation-wide broadcast debate with Mr. John Strachey (that
“ Ted and John ” series which gave listeners such a genial insight
into the party game). Mr. Strachey naturally hastened to endorse
and to underline Mr. Attlee’s announcement (it is touching and
interesting to observe the Strachey returning to its vomit). Many
people will have been relieved not to have discovered any trace
of this tendency in the Prime Minister’s speech to the Conservative
Party Conference.
British Guiana

In British Guiana Conservatism at last makes a firm stand to
save the remnants of the British Empire. A check has occurred
in the process of handing “ democracy ” to illiterates, who are ripe
for the experienced crudities of Communist propaganda to back
ward peoples. But the incident arose on the sacred soil of the
Americas ; it is difficult entirely to dismiss the uneasy suspicion
that some American demanded again, with Rooseveltian elegance,
5
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that some iron should be put up British backsides (see Backdoor
To War by Charles Callan Tansill). Shall we see an equal firmness
when this neighbourly stiffening is absent ; similar situations
will arise with mathematical certainty in other areas where the
same follies have been committed and the resultant problems are
tougher. Anyhow for the moment it is a relief no longer to hear
the gentle patter of Mr. Lyttleton’s footsteps following closely
behind the warmly-accepted leadership of Mr. Creech-Jones in his
quiet shuffle out of the Empire.
The post-war world provides many examples, great and small,
of Mr. Asquith’s fine phrase concerning “ the mutability of human
fortune and the whirligig of fate ”. Love’s labour is all too often
lo st: poor Tito — Eden for tea, Attlee for dinner, both the
Bevans for supper — and Trieste Italian.
M r. and M rs. M aclean; the Foreign O ffice right for once

The Moscow Press disclaims the possession of Mr. Maclean.
Perhaps they are preparing the way for the dear boy’s return to
the chief post in the American Department of the Foreign Office ;
after yet another nervous breakdown and yet another sojourn in
the care of even more solicitious psychologists. Meanwhile Mrs.
Maclean is pursued by the Press, which apparently blames the
Foreign Office for not preventing her departure. For once we find
ourselves aligned with this strange menagerie of present diplomacy.
To deprive an English subject of freedom to leave the country at
will, is to break a prime provision of Magna Charta and to strike
at the roots of human liberty. It may be necessary to make it a
condition of employment for those engaged on atomic secrets
that they should not leave the country without permission ; even
Kings and Presidents incur that restriction as an occupational
disability, which is voluntarily accepted with the job. But to have
prevented the departure of Mrs. Maclean — or any other person,
without such knowledge and freely accepted obligations — would
have been both a violation of the English constitution and a point
less piece of bullying. It is, of course, a surprise to find the Foreign
Office showing some regard for English law and tradition and even
behaving like gentlemen — the abuse of prisoners is more congenial
to some natures than chivalry — but the modem world is full o f
surprises, not always disagreeable.
Current Confusion; M r. Randolph Churchill and the P ress : the
new history

The area of confused thinking spreads so far as to embrace and
6
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to unite the two principal boys of the Plymouth pantomime, Mr.
Randolph Churchill and Mr. Michael F o o t; the latter supports
his recent rival for his present assault upon the Press. Mr. Chur
chill complains of the forces which the existing system shovels
with automatic inevitability to the top of the nation. But why
complain, if you are a Conservative ? — is it not all a part of the
great conserve, the sweet smelling conserve ? “ Where there is
muck there is money ” says the farmer ; and — where money
rules there is muck — might add the student of statecraft. It is a
point which naturally escapes the hopefully reforming Foot, the
latter day leveller, but it would not have eluded the Cromwell of
his father’s blessed memories ; although Puritanism, in one of
history’s strange paradoxies, introduced the reign of money.
However the great figures of the past are out of fashion since
Dr. Popper wrote his learned post-war treatise to complain that they
were Fascists (his only discernible moral — abolish great men and
great thinking). And now Mr. Peter Green trots behind the
serious and redoubtable Popper to supply to the clean and sober
columns of the Daily Telegraph a lively account of Caesar’s personal
foibles and some of the desperate devices to which that extra
ordinary man was driven under the relentless vendetta of his foes :
one small fact he omits to mention — Julius Caesar left behind
him a mould of European life which endured for 2,000 years. In
the Press of today we are confronted with a tedious choice : silly
sex or silly history.
EUROPEAN.

BRITAIN IN WORLD TRADING
by ROBERT ROW
T IS CLEAR today that Britain is living through a series of
economic crises that have appeared every two years with
monotonous regularity. The country may be said to be existing
in a constant state of crisis, in fact, with 1947, 1949, 1951 and 1953
representing simply the deeper pits into which the economy has
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blundered. With the balance of payments again getting visibly
worse, many are enquiring how deep will be this year’s pit, and
can orthodox methods haul the country out this time ?
Britain is a country devoted to international trading. This
method of making a national living has been pursued so long and
so earnestly that it is accepted without question. The English in
particular have been traders for centuries, and notably since the
first Elizabethans competed successfully against the monopolies
of Spain, albeit with methods that shocked the conscience of a
later and more respectable England. English trade and finance
were successful also against Bonapartist Europe— which insisted
on relegating trade to a position of less importance than agriculture
and industry — and the fruits of the Industrial Revolution were
sold on the markets of the world.
Small wonder, then, with such a formidable history, that the
outlook of Britain today should be that international trading
holds a particular virtue, especially in view of the recent triumph
over the rival outlook of National Socialism. Yet factors are
arising in the post-Hitler period quite different from those of the
post-Napoleonic. Britain’s economic strength in the nineteenth
century was the result of her being the workshop of the world ;
but in the twentieth century there are many other workshops in
the world. They were appearing, in fact, long before the rise of
Hitler, partly as the result of the indiscriminate policy of exporting
British capital goods — plus the export of finance, which set up
in business the future rivals of this country — and partly as the
consequence of two major wars, which withheld British consumer
goods from world markets during those wars, compelling even
established customers to go without or make the goods themselves.
The two wars have not only had the effect of losing customers
for Britain and setting up competitors against Britain ; they have
also used up the great reserve of overseas assets that had been
accumulated in a long period of commercial supremacy. Britain
emerged from war in 1945 with her overseas assets spent and many
customers gone — or at least only requiring urgent replacements
' following the ravages and shortages of wartime, after which the
process of local industrialisation has continued as before.
War, and its economic aftermath, has reduced this country to
a hand-to-mouth existence, with only slender reserves in h a n d ;
and apart from the fact that many former customers are producing
for themselves, or successfully competing against British exports
8
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on world markets, there is also the increasing capacity of industry
to produce, using techniques stimulated by war. Overproduction
is the order of the day.
The position is further aggravated by the reappearance of two
of Britain’s most formidable competitors — Germany and Japan —
temporarily knocked out by war but now competing again with
something of their former effectiveness. It is difficult to see what
else could have happened, unless Britain was prepared to share the
burden of supporting these defeated countries for ever, or to see
them collapse into anarchy.
These are the basic facts of the post-Hitler period, with its
tendency for British trade to decline ; in contrast with the postNapoleonic, when British trade expanded to the heights of the
Victorian age. But additional, ‘ external,’ forces are now at work,
so distorting the trade of this country that its rapid decline is now
at hand.
First of these forces is the impact on the Western capitalist
world of Communist aggression. The outbreak of the war in
Korea undoubtedly postponed an incipient slump in 1950, but only
to intensify the factors leading to a later slump. The effect of
war in Korea was an inflationary world-wide boom, which forced
up prices of all commodities {The Economist price indicator shows
these at a peak of 157 in March 1951, compared with 100 at the
outbreak of war in June 1950) while enormously stimulating the
productive capacity of Western industry.
To quote The Economist again, the United States gross national
income reached $345 billion by 1952, and American experts believe
that their country’s capacity to produce could go on rising (in
boom conditions) by $10 to $12 billion per annum. So, while
the boom lasted, the West enjoyed a period of bogus prosperity —
but essentially bogus because Western economies have been distorted
into the shape of a rearmament programme without which prosperity
cannot last.
The effect of the ‘ peace offensive ’ now becomes clear. The
switching off of aggression (was the switching on also p art-o f
Moscow tactics ?) has brought commodity prices down with a
rush, though these had been declining since the peak of March
1951, and reached, on average, a pre-Korean level again by June
1953. This is one of the direct causes of the present serious decline
of British exports, since commodity-producing countries, having
enjoyed a key position during the boom as compared with
9
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manufacturing countries, are now unwilling to accept lower prices
for their materials and a state of deadlock is ensuing.
Mr. Butler, indeed, has warned the country that intensive
competition must now be accepted as normal, and the list of
‘ difficult ’ countries is getting longer.
A further effect of the ‘ peace offensive’ is the curtailment of
dollar aid. This has been cut, for Britain, to $150 million for
1953/54, as compared with over $400 million for 1952/53. Indeed,
it may be less than $150 million before the end of the U.S. fiscal
year. The U.S. Senate has also voted that the aid programme
itself shall come to an end in July 1956. Meanwhile, American
defence spending has been reduced this year by $3,000 million :
it must also be remembered that the West has secured in return
merely a cessation of hostilities (and not yet peace) in Korea.
What will be the effect on Western rearmament should the political
conference also be a ‘ success,’ to say nothing of similar triumphs
over Austria and Germany, should the Soviet be so minded, and
with America running a record peacetime deficit o f $9,389 million
for 1953 ?
With wafts of sweet reasonableness emanating from the Kremlin,
how long will off-shore purchases for British armaments last,
which have been gaining valuable dollar contracts ? How long,
for that matter, would British rearmament last, with Britain
compelled to live on exports (dollar aid approaching its end),
with the export trade encountering smaller markets and fiercer
competition throughout the world, and with the armaments burden
apparently more and more unnecessary ?
Yet if rearmament is abandoned, or even drastically reduced,
what will happen to the hundreds of thousands of workers now
producing for defence ? The export industries would not absorb
them — on the contrary, the export industries themselves look
like laying off thousands of workers by that time. It is a grim
reflection on future mass-unemployment in Britain that the
Lancashire cotton towns were spared this problem last year by
■rearmament taking on more workers. With Japan in the leading
position now, both in cotton and rayon exports, textiles could not
possibly take them all back.
These are the visible and forseeable effects of the ‘ peace offensive ’.
In addition, and partly arising out of this, the second ‘ external ’
force of an American slump appears to be imminent. The ‘ peace
offensive’ has come at a time when American production has
10
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been fully expanded, in 1952, to $345 billion. As The Economist
points out, with the expected increase of 700,000 per annum in
the U.S. labour strength, and with boom conditions, American
production should expand by $10 to $12 billion per annum.
Indeed, with the annual increase in labour strength, U.S. production
must expand by this amount if it is to be kept fully employed.
But whether it will expand depends on the three main fields
of consumption : government expenditure, and mainly defence
expenditure : private expenditure on capital erection : and private
expenditure on personal consumption. The first, particularly
defence spending, has already been dealt with, and the outlook is
ominous, in view of the effect which the ‘ peace offensive ’ can
have. The second, private investment, is vulnerable in two places :
expenditure on industrial re-equipment, which has been speeded
up by the effect of rearmament and by favourable credit facilities
to the extent of $25 to $26 billion over each of the past three years,
so that most of this re-equipment will be completed this year :
and expenditure on housing, which has been kept up with family
formation so far, but which now looks like falling, since the
formation of families is also due to fall by something like 200,000
this year.
The third, personal consumption, has similar pitfalls, since
96% of American homes wired for electricity already have radio
sets and 89 % have refrigerators. A further ominous development
is serious overproduction in the automobile industry, the largest
single producer of civilian goods. Since this one industry uses
20% of American steel, 70% of its rubber and glass and large
quantities of copper, zinc, cotton and rayon, an automobile
depression could have far-reaching effects.
It is difficult to see how American industry can possibly manage
to keep production expanding by the necessary $10 to $12 billion
per annum, when consumption is about to contract so dramatically
in its three main fields.
Exactly the opposite is likely to occur, in fact. And no matter
whether this be the full-scale slump of the 1929 type, or a recession
of the 1938 scale, the consequences to British industry will be
disastrous. In what The Economist calls the *pause ’ of 1949,
when American production merely stopped rising, total American
imports fell by 8 % while imports from Britain fell by 21 %. In
the recession of 1938, when American production fell by 4%,
total imports fell by 36%, imports from Britain by 41 % and from
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the rest of the sterling area by 50%. In the full-scale slump of
1929-32, however, when American production fell by 40%, imports
from the sterling area fell by no less than 80%.
Such direct cuts in the dollar market would be bad enough
for British exports, but still more catastrophic would be the cuts
in other world markets, since whatever happens in America today
has a corresponding effect on the rest of the capitalist world.
Britain would then be faced on the one hand with governments
taking drastic steps to protect their own industries, and on the
other with dumping by the major industrial countries unloading
their ‘ overproduction ’ at give-away prices.
Such is the prospect that faces Britain in the post-Hitler era,
not only a decline in her position as a trading and manufacturing
country, but a decline accelerated by the ‘ peace offensive ’ and the
major world slump resulting from that offensive. W hat is the
answer to this reversal of British fortunes after such a long run
as the leading trading country of the world ? Clearly it is that
the age of international trading is over, and that countries which
cling to an out-of-date system are certain to be by-passed, as
economic power and activity find new centres and forms. History
points the way : just as Venice, Genoa and the Hanseatic ports
possessed great economic significance when medieval was becoming
capitalist Europe, so these city-states were integrated into the
nation-states as the capitalist era developed. We face an epoch of
equal importance today. The nation-state is being integrated into
the continental-state, as the capitalist era merges into one of higher
and wider human activity.
Science and husbandry have made possible a great development
of the resources both of Europe and its neighbouring continent
Africa. The capacity to produce of European industry can find
in these tasks an equal capacity to consume, so ending the problem
of overproduction which capitalism has failed to solve — except
by war. Britain can find in her African possessions the materials
and markets she needs, and in Europe the assistance which must
be forthcoming for the full development of Africa. The alternative
is to become the scrapheap of Europe.

HILAIRE BELLOC
by PETER WHIGHAM
“

HE MAN,” wrote G.K.C., “ who has made the greatest
fight for good things of all the men of my time.” And he
added a little further on in the same essay : “ and when he came
into the door there entered the smell of danger ” . Although these
words were written as long ago as 1916, that is, only a little more
than halfway through Hilaire Belloc’s long and extremely active
life, they seem now, in 1953, a few weeks after his death, curiously
fitting as epitaph for one who had such a fund o f courage, vigour,
and honesty. It will surely be for these qualities — his courage
as a publicist, the vigorous and forthright manner in which he
expressed his often unpopular ideas, and the fundamental honesty
of his historical investigation — that he will be remembered.
In the articles which followed immediately on his death the daily
and weekly Press have with a strange unanimity sought to emphasise
Hilaire Belloc’s standing as a poet. Inevitably this has been done
at the expense of his other work, sociological and historical. This
is unfortunate, for he is not an important poet (he could never be
considered as anything more than a minor if pleasant Georgian)
but his historical and sociological contribution has been and still
is of considerable value. In the first instance, he undertook to
re-write the entire History of England from an avowedly Catholic
angle. He did this in a fat Shortef History o f England and in a
large seven volume work of which, however, only the first four
volumes (those covering the years 55 b .c . - a .d . 1612) were com
pleted. Side by side with these , two major works he produced a
long string of monographs and 'biographical studies which are
independent of the histories and at the same time complementary
to them. All this historical activity of his was in the highest degree
controversial, dogmatic, fallacious, honest, original, and, like most
of his work, severely mannered. Secondly, in the field of sociology
he wrote three ‘ Introductory Textbooks ’ : The Servile State
which, written in 1912, not so much forecast as already proclaimed
at that time the arrival of our present Welfare State ; The Re
distribution o f Property; and, with Cecil Chesterton, The Party
13
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System. He also founded in 1913 The Eye Witness, later carried
on as The New Witness, G.K’s Weekly, and, until its decease in
the last war, as The Weekly Review. The Redistribution o f Property
is as it were a blue print for the establishment of the Distributive
State ; the Party System is an expose of oligarchical ‘ democracy ’
and the ballot-box system ; and The Eye Witness was founded
in order to reveal the graft, dishonesty and uncleanness, the general
let-be attitude which any oligarchy is bound to exude as the atmos
phere of its own germ of corruption. He also wrote a number of
stringently satirical novels — the well-known Chesterbellocs —
which are composed exclusively on political and sociological
themes. The remainder of his work such as the volumes of his
essays and the trilogy The Path to Rome, The Four Men, and The
Cruise o f the Nona are an extension into the sphere of belles-lettres
of these two uniquely parallel lines of thought : his agrarianJeffersonian distributism, and his understanding (or perhaps it
would be fairer to say his presentation) of the historical process as
a battle waged between the Faith and its opponents. O f purely
literary criticism he wrote very little and Avril, a collection of
‘ Essays on the Poetry of the French Renaissance,’ stands almost
alone. In passing, it is perhaps worth noticing as delimiting the
man’s character, and as of a piece with his inability to create
character and therefore to write fiction, that although Hilaire Belloc
was primarily a Catholic propagandist, that is, at base, a religious
writer, he never, so far as I am aware, except on the platform as a
publicist, entered the field of religious apologetics. He wrote
no personal apologia. Nor did he write an Orthodoxy or an
Everlasting Man. He wrote no lives of the Saints. His historical
studies are his apologia. The effect which ideas and ideals had
on himself as an individual he never touched upon. Personal
relationships found no place in his writings. He never in his fiction
drew a character that had any psychological depth or was more than
a cardboard figure in two dimensions. What power he had to
animate a character and endow it with personality he reserved for
his histories ; and this as we shall see led him into difficulties.
Of his histories let it frankly be said that they are too strong a
draught, taken neat, even for most Catholics. All the time one
feels that he is overstating his case. It is probable that in some
degree he intended to do this, for he was attempting and has
achieved a great task of rectification. His histories are in the
nature of an antidote to the Whig tradition. Professional historians
14
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consider them laughable on account of their blatant bias, but
recent trends in historical theory have been towards recognising
the necessity for a certain bias, in the sense of involvement, if the
historian is to consider himself as an interpreter rather than a
statistician. Complete objectivity, it is argued, would not be
desirable even if it were possible ; and it is not possible, for in the
first place even if there be sub specie aeternitatis, an absolute Truth,
it is not given to us so to know i t : Truth is revealed to us beneath
mortal veils and as such is as multiple as the seekers after i t ; in
the second place, in any attempt to record what Is, selection,
perforce, there must be, and one has a position in time and space.
This whole question of bias is fundamental to any consideration
of Belloc as an historian, and it is important to make quite sure
where one stands in the matter before proceeding to discuss more
detailed aspects of his work. Clearly one cannot agree with the
average historian who disapproves of Belloc’s bias as such, nor can
one agree with the rabid Catholic who welcomes it as being
“ perfectly all right because it is a bias towards the truth ” .—Surely
it is possible to lie or mislead in the cause of an ultimate truth ?
Surely one does not hold that ends justify means ? One is forced
to take up a third position, welcoming the bias for reasons other
than those the extreme Catholic would give, but deploring its
excess and what is the direct result of its excess : the fatal
tendency to oversimplification. This tendency is one of the two
serious flaws in Belloc’s historical method ; the other, which has
been hinted at above, lies in his emphasis on the relations between
physique, character, motive, and event, and results in a tendency
to generalise on too frail a basis. It is perfectly true that the
proper reading of motive often provides the clue to a given event,
not only to the understanding of the event, but to what actually
did constitute that event It is equally true that motive derives
from character, and character, to an extent from physique. But
a chain of inference and deduction such as this, ideal though it
may be as a secondary means of approach for purposes of cross
checking already proven fac t is no way for the serious historian.
It is quite as true, and safer as an historical proposition, to hold
that we can know a man long dead only by his acts, or in his acts.
He is like a person in a stage play. When he walks off into the
wings he ceases to exist. Thus it is from facts, known events,
that we must start. The pyramid as it were needs setting four
square and standing on its base. It was Hilaire Belloc’s misfortune
IS
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not to realise that in his work at least it was standing on its tip.
As an example of simplification carried to the point of mis
statement one may quote his famous sentence, “ Europe is the
Faith and the Faith is Europe”. Of course one sees what he
means. Nor are such sweeping and exaggerated statements always,
in their context, a bad thing. But add what Belloc did not add,
“ and by Europe I mean France,” and in the light of one’s know
ledge of Belloc’s works the statement acquires its full implication.
Reflect, further, on the difference between his and Christopher
Dawson’s attitude to Charlemagne who stands at the watershed
of the old and the new worlds, at the root of the French Monarchy,
the Holy Roman Empire, and so much of western medievalism,
and the sentence comes to mean more still. The thousand years
of Byzantium, fourth to fifteenth centuries, clearly mean little to
Belloc. The foundation and persistent nourishment of one quarter
of Europe in the ways of Greek, Roman, and Christian thought
are unimportant to him. He is either unaware or careless of the
immense Slavic contribution to the Christian tradition.
A lacuna such as this sets the rest o f the picture hopelessly
awry.
Unfortunately there is here no space for detailed example of his
tendency to deduce motive from largely hypothetical character,
but James I I should be mentioned in this connection, and, most
particularly, the ‘ brief biography ’ of William the Conqueror.
In this little book whole events such as Harold’s shipwreck and his
enforced stay in Normandy, his brief rule, the Norman invasion
itself, and the suppression of Hereward the Wake are re-written
and altered (the relation of fact to fact is altered) in the light of
Belloc’s new understanding of the psychologies of the various
protagonists. The psychology concerned is in the main a pro
jection of Belloc’s own self, the result of a creative impulse which
he was unable to satisfy in the purer art forms of fiction, verse,
or the drama.
As against these two grave errors of approach there must be
set his scholarship, as wide and exact as it was peculiar, and his
deep historical instinct. He understood what history is for, that
our common desire for the past can if sanely conducted add an
extra dimension to our lives, adorn the intellect and enrich the
soul. It need lead to no ivory tower. His passionate desire to
recapture the past and live in it is evident in the minute detail
with which he delighted to stud his work, as also in the sense he
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gives of having lived the occasion himself. He did in actual fact
tramp over most of the principal battlefields of Europe. He walked
down Val Carlos in the evening. He set sail from Pont-de-Briques
alone in a little boat under conditions similar to those experienced
by the Roman legionaries. He knew how the water lies, of what
consistency is the soil on such a ridge in such and such a part of
the Ardennes. He had been there. In other words he had a highly
developed feel of the past. A man who will go to the Observatory
in Paris in order to find out what the weather was like on the day
of Robespierre’s execution so that he may the more faithfully
compel your attention at that scene has the passion of the true
historian.
Perhaps his most lasting contribution will prove to be the slim
volumes of military history : Warfare in England and The French
Revolution. They represent applications of military science, in
conjunction with private knowledge of the local terrain, to battles
and campaigns hitherto unstudied in such a systematic and detailed
manner. And behind this, whole political periods are interpreted
in terms of the military complex which is seen to be moulding them.
The clarity of exposition remarkable throughout these two books
considerably heightens the force and originality of the ideas expressed
in them.
Clarity is the keynote of whatever is good in Belloc’s writing.
He had an exceptionally lucid cast of mind, due probably to his
French birth and blood ; but in transmission to the written word
this lucidity of thought was frequently marred by gross stylistic
mannerisms. These mannerisms consist of a falsely rhetorical
use of such words as ‘ high,’ * all,* ‘ thing,’ * regard,’ and an
irritatingly *clear ’ form of sentence structure necessitating the use
of forms such as ‘ herein,’ ‘ thereof,’ *whereupon,’ and the frequent
substitution of the longer for the shorter conjunctive form : ‘ that
which ’ for *what ’. The net result of these and other details of
his style is one of elaborate pedantry, not unmixed with a dash of
insincerity. These traits became more pronounced as he grew
older ; it is therefore his earlier work which is the more important,
as it will certainly prove to be the more lasting. Danton, his first
historical study, is probably his best, and worth placing beside his
two small books o f military history. The most successful o f his
topographical monographs, The Old Road and Paris, also belong
to this period, as of course does The Servile State, the most important
of his sociological writings.
a
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This last work, first published in 1912, bears evident traces of
the influence of Brooks Adams’ Law o f Civilisation and Decay.
Belloc’s main thesis is that the Capitalist State, unstable by nature,
will not, under the impulse of the reformers, move towards Col
lectivism, in which the means of production would be held in trust
by political olficers on behalf of the whole community, but that it
will on the contrary revert to the old pagan condition of a society
divided by law into two sets : ‘ the first economically free and
politically free, possessed of the means of production, and securely
confirmed in that possession ; the second economically unfree
and politically unfree, but at first secured by their very lack of
freedom in certain necessaries of life and in a minimum of well
being beneath which they shall not fall ’. He read the National
Insurance Act, the introduction of the dole system and the employ
ment bureaux as irrefutable proofs of the advent of this state in
England. The compulsory labour law passed in the early days
of the last war must have unhappily confirmed him in his opinion.
Everywhere he saw coming into being a class of employees who
were ready to welcome unfree status in return for security and
minimum welfare. The alternative he proposed was the Distributive
State in which the majority of the population should be not merely
politically but economically free, by reason o f their direct personal
ownership of the means of production. He saw the Dark and
Middle Ages as a long period in which, under the beneficient
influence of the Catholic Church, the old-established pagan system
of slavery was gradually transformed by way of the various con
ditions of medieval serfdom into that of a property-owning
peasantry. He admits that the Distributive State never actually
obtained in any one place at any given time. But he maintains
that generally in Europe it was in an advanced stage of development
by the end of the Middle Ages and that its full emergence was only
prevented by the economic revolution of the sixteenth century
which in most European countries accompanied the Reformation
and the Wars of Religion. It is here that his debt to Brooks Adams
appears particularly noticeable ; — and he goes on to make the
point that the abrupt transfer of economic power into the hands
of a limited number of new families established, by the year 1700,
the Capitalist/proletarian dichotomy in England. In a word,
Capitalism is not the result of the Industrial Revolution but of
the Reformation, and if we would avoid the servility which he
assures us the Capitalist carcass is in present process of breeding
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we must in some respects return to study and learn from man’s
economic position as it stood in the years immediately prior to
those of the mid-sixteenth century.
It is of course only historically and intellectually necessary to
make the journey backwards in this manner. From a practical
point of view one can remain well inside the twentieth century,
adapting to British tastes and political institutions the economic
conditions of those countries in which the Reformation did not
take root — Spain, Portugal, and Italy of the recent era. The
breaking of the monopolies in Italy, the guarantee of the plough
in Spain, trade and vocational representation, and local control
of local purchasing power are necessary preconditions of a healthy
society, they are not the counters of expediency, i.e. politics. Politics,
it has been said, is the art of the doing ; economics, the science
of what must be done. As a Catholic, Belloc was of course aware
o f the Church’s age-long attitude to usury, her consistent champion
ship of the just price, and Leo XHI’s great encyclical, the Rerum
Novarum. The essay on usury, contained in his book Essays
o f a Catholic, should be read side by side with Pound’s vision of
that blight in Cantos XLV and LI. The two treatments are
supplementary.
'
To label Belloc or his magazine The Weekly Review Fascist or
neo-Fascist is to miss the point. Politics had really little to do
with it, He saw many ideas which he held potentially productive
of the good society at work in various countries abroad. If there
were similarities between the regimes in those various countries
one might draw one’s own conclusions. But he was not interested
primarily in politics, for he had had some experience of them.
In the year 1906 he was elected Liberal member for South Salford.
One of his first acts was to request an audit of the party funds.
Not unnaturally this was refused, and — again not unnaturally —■
the party funds were not forthcoming for his re-election. How
ever, he stood for Salford again, as an Independent this time, and
was again returned ; but there were two elections in the year
1910, and he declined to stand a third time for he did not believe
that ‘ the puppets in Westminster rule the country ’. He believed
that the same powerful figures stand behind both parties. This is
the view expressed in The Party System.
No account of Belloc’s work would be complete without some
mention of his verse. It was Maurice Baring who, in 1923, in an
essay on Belloc as a poet drew a comparison between one of his
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epigrams and those of Walter Savage Landor — but to Belloc’s
advantage. Certainly
When we are dead, some Hunting-boy will pass
And find a stone half-hidden in tall grass
And grey with age : but having seen that stone
(Which was your image), ride more slowly on.
and
Stand close around, ye Stygian set,
With Dirce in one boat conveyed !
Or Charon, seeing, may forget
That he is old and she a shade.
are in many ways comparable ; they both stand in the Augustan
tradition ; and in his verse Belloc is sometimes capable of an
incisive and epigrammatic turn of phrase all too rare in English.
Don different from those regal Dons !
With hearts of gold and lungs of bronze . . .
But whereas Belloc managed to do this sort of thing at the most
half a dozen times, Landor did it over and over again. Indeed it
is difficult to believe that much of the verse, apart from a few
epigrams and the wholly admirable nonsense rhymes, will live.
Nor is it likely that the volumes of belles-lettres will fare much
better. Essays encourage some to indulge the stylistic flourish
and, as stated, this was a tendency in Belloc already quite strong
enough.
When James Gunn’s Conversation Piece o f Maurice Baring,
G. K. Chesterton, and Hilaire Belloc was hung in the Royal
Academy, someone was heard to murmur “ Baring, Past Bearing,
and Overbearing”. Perhaps this is the obverse o f the remark
with which we started about his lifelong fight for good things,
his lifelong endeavour to clarify ideas. If this is so we should be
thankful for such pugnacity as over fifty years he exhibited in the
causes of anti-usurocracy or, more affirmatively, clean money,
Distributive stability, and an historic and ennobling Faith.
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“ DARK A G ES”
AND THE INNER LIGHT
by ALEXANDER RAVEN
VER has any great thinker been more dramatically justified
by events than the German philosopher, Oswald Spengler,
since his death in the 1930’s. He had to face the criticism that his
great work The Decline o f the West had won popularity in his own
country because the German people were persuaded to believe that
their catastrophic defeat in the First World War was merely part
o f an inevitable collapse of European civilisation. There was no
doubt truth in this, although the National Socialists banned his
teachings from their schools, but he is not the first great thinker
who has suffered from popular misunderstanding of his doctrine.
Such superficial and prejudiced criticism was no excuse for the
failure of the philosophers of Oxford and Cambridge to give that
serious consideration to his theories of historical development,
which his monumental work clearly demanded. Now they find
that his pessimism is being confirmed to the full by subsequent
events, with a very real threat of a new “ Dark Age ” should
barbarism overrun European civilisation.
An article in The European has already quoted Professor Heller
in the Disinherited Mind “ . . . the history of the West since 1917
looks like the work of children clumsily filling in with lurid
colours a design drawn in outline by Oswald Spengler. . . he has
been utterly dead for the last fifteen years__ yet his ill-tempered
prophecies have completely come true ”. The distinction between
the “ correctness ” and “ truth ” of Spengler’s conclusions, which
rejected them as “ untrue ” because they are the product o f a “ crude
and wicked mind,” is a typical example o f the power o f political
prejudice over even the academic mind.
The possibility of the collapse of European civilisation and the
advent of another “ D ark Age,” darker and more sinister than that
which followed the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, is no
longer dismissed as grotesque pessimism only entertained by
German professors in justification of their own country’s defeat
in war. It is now recognised as an imminent possibility, and even
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accepted as an inevitable outcome of the bourgeois phase of modern
history under the influence of Marxist doctrine.
Yet, despite this reluctant capitulation of the academic mind
before the facts which confirm the “ pessimism” of Spengler,
criticisms can be raised against the German historian by those
prepared to study his theory of history as an important and
constructive contribution to modem thought which has regrettably
come true. There is a very serious fallacy which underlies
Spenglerism : the exaggerated use of biological analogy, which
plays into the hands of those biological-sociologists, like H. G. Wells,
who claim to see in the processes of history the evolution of a
higher state of society.
Spengler has performed a most useful service in exploding the
complacent “ amoeba to m an” — “ tribesman to townsman”
philosophy of history, showing that progress has not been
automatic or continuous during history which on the contrary
shows a rhythmic rise and fall of civilisations, and no evidence Of
any advance over the millenia to higher forms of society. Yet he
too succumbs to the biological analogy when he compares each
civilisation to a plant growing on its own soil, passing through the
biological processes of physical growth, flowering, bearing fruit
and then decaying to sterility and death.
A study of the insect communities, which have maintained a
social existence for untold millions of years, should have prevented
such a misconception. Maeterlinck, alone, could have demon
strated to Spengler that the social system of the bee community
does not flower and decay, but remains in perfect stability apparently
for ever. If insects can solve the problem of permanent social
equilibrium, then surely this is not impossible to human beings,
once they have subdued their anti-social tendencies by the exercise
Of that reason, which has enabled them to make repeated “ salta
tions ” from primitive existence to a higher form of social life.
Spengler is not “ wicked,” he is merely mistaken in assuming
that his cultures spring from the unhistoric sterility of Fellahin
life to flourish for a time, and then relapse, perhaps for ever, into
the common Fellahin level, which he conceives to be the present
condition of modem China, and to have been that of latter-day
Egypt before the advent Of the Ptolemies, and of India since the
passing Of Asoka. Were he right, we should have Cause for the
most abject pessimism. The passing of our European civilisation
might mean the end of all cultural impulse On earth for ah indefinite
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period since, according to his theories, there is no other “ high
culture ” in existence in the world at the present time.
In the meantime, however, there has been a fascinating and most
significant contribution to thought on the cyclic nature of civilisation
from the Russian philosopher, Berdyaev, who fled from the Soviet
Union on the suppression o f the Lunacharsky “ heresy,” which,
like Toynbee in a recent lecture, equated Communism to-day
with Primitive Christianity in Roman times. He has postulated
that the so-called Dark Ages are necessary to the advancement
of culture, as social man has need to revert from observation of
the external world at such times to the contemplation of his own
nature and his relation to the universe (or to God), seeking the
“ inner light ” which is within him.
This is a very great advance on classical Spenglerism, as it
explains the second religiosity to which the German philosopher
draws attention, and makes it clear that the D ark Age is not the
end of civilisation, but a period of contemplative re-creation
before social man returns to his struggle with external circumstance.
It completely wrecks the false analogy with plant life, and shows
that the cultural process is a cyclic and never-ending interaction
between man and the world about him.
Proof of the truth of this revision of the first crude Spenglerian
hypotheses is abundant and convincing. Every culture in what
Spengler calls its decadent form is completely extrovert, with
growing control over nature and art forms which are based essentially
on representation o f the external world. I t becomes materialistic
in concept and dynamic in action in the real world, until the break
down comes, when the slaves of its meaningless activities begin
to question materialistic values. The inadequacy of materialism
is then revealed, and man revolts to seek in contemplation and
monastic life the answer to the problem of his existence.
This “ retreat ” is o f the utmost value, and has indeed been
hitherto the only means by which social man has been able to
maintain his cultural impetus. The sequel to such D ark Ages
is an astounding resurgence of the human spirit. W hat is more,
there are abundant examples of the inspiration which m an has
found by prolonged contemplation of his “ inner light,” in an
introvert form o f art. Imperial Rome produced as its highest
artistic expression the naturalistic busts o f the Emperors, but it
needed light from within to create Gothic architecture.
Furthermore Berdyaev’s contribution to the argument disposes
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once and for all of the Spenglerian myth of the relapse of culture
into weary centuries of Fellahin stagnation, until some new
culture springs to life. Let us take the case of China ; it is true
that the history of the Middle Kingdom since the expulsion of
the Mongols who ruled during China’s Dark Age is by no means
inspiring, but it remains inexplicable how such a lover of the
arts as Spengler could have ignored the artistic achievements of
the Ming Dynasty, which marked the recovery of native Chinese
culture.
There is the greatest possible contrast between the extremely
extrovert art of the Tang and Sung dynasties of the preceding
“ decadent ” period of classical Chinese civilisation and the imagina
tive triumphs of the Ming, revelling in abstract forms and burgeoning
in gorgeous colour and texture. While modem taste turns naturally
to the horses and camels, the photographic representations of birds
in flight, the sheer naturalness of Tang and Sung art, it is impossible
to reject, as did Spengler, the introvert achievements of Ming
artists, whose nearest approach to nature was the creation of
dragons — feats of imaginative introspection which make even
gargoyles look commonplace.
In ancient Egypt, from which Spengler drew his “ Fellahin ”
conclusion, we find the same sharp contrast between the realistic
sculpture and engineering works of the XII Dynasty, before the
Hyksos invasion, and the glories of Luxor which followed the
re-establishment of Egyptian independence under the XVIII Dynasty
at Thebes. Here again the “ Dark Age,” with its “ plagues ”
brought upon the Egyptian people by invaders from Palestine,
created new inspiration drawn from the soul of Egypt, and it is
most significant that the naturalistic episode of Akhnaton, which
most significant that the naturalistic episode of Akhenaton, which
produced sculpture much praised by modem European taste, was
a temporary “ heresy ” soon suppressed by the priesthood of Am
mon. Indeed the clash between the Priests and the Pharaohs is
highly reminiscent of the similar struggle between the Popes and the
Emperors in the equivalent early stages of European civilisation.
Spengler has ignored the fact that the millenia of Ancient Egyptian
history give scope for two distinct cultural epochs divided by the
“ Dark Age ” of Hyksos domination.
It is equally inexplicable why Spengler should have ignored
the Mongol architecture of relatively recent times in India, except
that he was unable to fit it into his preconceived pattern. Again,
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tht. history of India since the days o f Asoka is chaotic and lacking
in 'the political forms which most interested the German
philosopher, but after the Mongols had brought the Moslem
Empire.of Delhi to its knees, architecture under their descendants
the Mogul Emperors culminated in the Taj Mahal at Agra, which
to many is the most beautiful building in the whole world. Further
more the carved screens, which are the highest expression o f this
period of Indian art, are magnificent examples of abstract design.
Owing to the precepts of the Koran they were denied all representa
tion of natural forms.
Are we then to assume, from this combination o f the thought
of Spengler and Berdyaev, that not only are the prophecies o f the
former “ completely coming true,” but that they are justified by
the latter as predictions o f a new D ark Age, which will enable
European man to recover the sense of his own destiny and purpose
in order to cope with his relations to the external world ? The
present writer does not think so, as he believes this new contribution
of Twentieth Century thought must be carried further, beyond both
Spengler and Berdyaev, to higher concepts o f human achievement.
A schoolboy learning to ride a bicycle is liable to swerve from
side to side of the road, and in a lane with a hedge on one side
may pass from the shade into the sunlight and back again into the
shade. Yet the time will come when he controls his bicycle, and
can ride in the sunlight or the shade at will. Surely, then, it is
possible for man to gain control of the social mechanism which
he has created for himself, and to direct it as he wishes without
periodic oscillations from High Culture to D ark Age.
If we accept the grim warning of Spengler, and its modification
in the more rational explanation by Berdyaev, it is the task o f
modem man to grapple with a problem,, which baffled to the last
earlier civilisations that continued to mistake decadence for
progress. I f we wish to have a stable social order, which shall
be as immortal as those o f the insect communities, then we
must seek that balance between the noblest characteristics of man,
which was the unceasing quest o f the Hellenic mind.
The fact that no such balance has existed during the course o f
our European civilisation is evident, when we follow the example
of Thomas Carlyle and consider who have been the “ Heroes "
of various epochs, and why they have been the object o f so much
“ Hero-Worship ” . A t the beginning o f our European era, the
Man of Faith was the hero, first the great Popes, Hildebrand
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and Gregory III, then the great mystics, like St. Francis of Assisi,
and even the great Reformers, Luther and Calvin. Later came
the Man of Reason, with Voltaire, Rousseau, and Goethe as the
“ Heroic ” figures of their time. To-day it is the Man of Action
who is revered, the great inventor, the great administrator, latterly
the “ Dictator” when such names as Edison, Rhodes, Lyautey,
Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin spring to mind — and according to
Spengler the Age of the Caesars is only beginning !
If we wish our civilisation to survive as a stable social entity,
then a balance must be found between Faith, Reason and Action.
We must answer the three equivalent questions, Why ? How ?
and What ? We must know, Why we are here, How we are to
live and What we are to do. The latter point seems to convey
no difficulty at all to the modem generation — it is to create more
and more wealth for the gratification of human desire. How this
will satisfy the innate needs of man is not considered. Why it
should be the end and object of human existence is even further
removed from all explanation, while those few mystics who express
doubt that wealth automatically brings happiness are either ignored
or else pursued with vindictive persecution.
We have been warned ; and our European civilisation will go the
way of all previous civilisations before it, if we do not heed. So
long as the production of greater and greater wealth for the gratifica
tion of mankind is regarded as a measure of progress, then we
are in a condition corresponding to the phase of the Roman Empire
when the supply of bread and circuses, baths, aqueducts and roads,
was the criterion of good government. Already religious mis
givings are beginning in many quarters, and the barbarian behind
the “ Iron Curtain ” awaits with oriental patience the collapse
of our social structure.
For nearly three thousand years the answer to our problem has
been “ slumbering in the ear of mankind ” ; it was an early product
of Hellenic clarity, which found in balance and harmony the
solution of human ills, and achieved its highest expression in
Plato’s Republic, which equated the inner harmony of the human
spirit with the outer harmony of the perfect state. Can we now
learn that early lesson, or are we as deaf in the clamour o f our
materialistic activities, as were the Romans in the shouts and cheers
of rival factions at the Coliseum ?
We must give people some nobler purpose in existence than the
scramble for material wealth. We must not only know what we
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■want to do, but how to do it and, above all, why we are doing it
at all.
Otherwise European man will ultimately revolt against the golden
treadmill in which we whip him on to ever greater exertions. He
will stop the machines, and in the unwonted silence his voice will
be heard, asking the question “ why ? ” that will fall on the ears
of his masters like the trump of doom. Then men will come
who turn away from the blare of the wireless, the glare of the neon
sign and the searing blaze of the atom bomb to contemplate that
“ inner light ” without which mankind is like a pilot without a
compass.
Must we despair ? N ot if we are conscious of the continuous
process of our cultural achievement, which spread from Crete to
Greece, then on to Rome, to experience rejuvenation in the D ark
Ages and to illuminate the world in modern times. Despite
Spengler, there is no mystic “ destiny ” which dooms such triumphs
to extinction in another night of the spirit. The Greeks knew
the answer in that concept of personal and social harmony, which
is a great contribution of the Hellenic mind to mankind. It is
now our task to apply that solution, with the aid of modern science,
to the perpetuation of European culture in the creation of a
balanced and stable society in which Faith, Reason and Action
shall be brought into harmony each with the others.
We do not despair, but we recognise without dismay the
tremendous responsibility that rests upon the shoulders o f
European man.

‘ L’AMOUR ET L’OCCIDENT ’
by DENIS GOACHER
The Garden to the Sea by Philip Toynbee.
Ltd. 12s. 6d.

Macgibbon &
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HE WORDS above refer to a work by Denis de Rougement
published in this country under the somewhat misleading
title of Passion and Society : I give the original as being more
indicative o f the specifically Western character of the type o f
‘ passion ’ described. This brilliant analysis was most sharply
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retailed to mind on reading Mr. Toynbee’s new novel, The Garden
to the Sea, an event long awaited after the efflorescence of talent
which marked Tea with Mrs. Goodman six years ago. In each of
these last works Mr. Toynbee has chosen to set his story amid
mythological properties ; in Mrs. Goodman, a melange of the
‘ Fisher King,’ ‘ Quest of the Grail,’ fertility rites, etc. ; in the new
novel, the Garden of Eden and the Fall of Man — or the Fall of
Woman as it perhaps should be called. In Mrs. Goodman
the mythological machinery worked vividly if a little factitiously,
but in The Garden to the Sea the artifice is much more worrying.
What, though, has all this to do with Love and the West ? Encased
in his portentous allegorical armour Mr. Toynbee has written
suffocatingly about love ; love of a very particular kind.
Adam and Daisy dwelled paradisially in their garden by the sea ;
the war came and Adam went to fight, leaving Daisy alone ; Adam
returned from the war to resume his idyll but the seed of destruction
had been sown ; Daisy then proceeded to take a lover and, after
an humiliating but hopeless resistance, the blighted Adam fled to
the outer world to drown his misery in a maelstrom of debauchery.
That is the tale which Mr. Toynbee tells. We have then an odd
slant on the ‘ passion myth ’ ; the cuckold’s rage and despair are.
occasioned by the obstacle which divides him from the object of
his passion, but Adam was not aware of his enslavement to the
' passion myth ’ until the obstacle appeared. At this point a few
words about M. de Rougement’s book will I think make my meaning
clearer.
The reason why the stories of Tristan and Iseult, Paolo and
Francesca, Romeo and Juliet move us is that we all, in variable
measure, believe that the crown of life is some great ‘ passion ’ ;
we are all inclined to sympathise when we hear that so-and-so has
ruined himself for his love, or is wasted by the rigours o f a hopeless
passion. And our sympathy is tinged with envy. Why do all the
great love stories end in death ? Because the longing to be at one
with the beloved is so all-consuming, and so impossible of attain
ment, that death is desirable as providing the only release. As
M. de Rougement puts i t ; “ It is because passion cannot exist
without pain that passion makes our ruin seem desirable” .
Historically,1passion ’ has only been a problem since the advent of
Christianity. That is to say, east of Asia Minor it has only appeared
sporadically and been regarded as an unfortunate sickness;
similarly, in Ancient Greece it was considered a malady, a frenzy.
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The *passion ’ cult, in its purest religious form, cannot be traced to
its genesis : it has Celtic correspondences in the Druidic mysteries
and kinship with the ‘ divine delirium * of true Platonic love :
but, “ As early as the third century, there spread over the geograph
ical and historical area that is bounded by India on the one hand
and by Britain on the other, a religion that syncretized all the
myths of Night and Day, a religion which had been elaborated
first in Persia and then by the Gnostic and Orphic sects. This
religion actually spread underground, and is known as Manichaeism
. . . everywhere the authorities and orthodoxies persecuted it with
incredible violence. It was looked upon as the gravest of social
perils.”
We now see why *passion ’ became such a problem in the
Christian era : “ In the eyes of the Ancients, marriage, for example,
was a utilitarian institution of limited purpose. . . Christian mar
riage, inasmuch as it is a sacrament, imposed on the natural man
a constancy which he found unbearable. Anyone compulsorily
converted came under the restraints of the Christian code, but
lacked the support of any actual faith. Inevitably the barbarian
blood of such people must have rebelled, and they were all disposed
to welcome a revival of the pagan mysteries in Catholic guise,
since this brought a promise of ‘ emancipation \ Hence it was
that the secret doctrines . . . gained no real hold on the West till
the day they came under the ban o f official Christianity.” From
then on the fat was in the fire : a religious cult, in its purest form
unmixed with carnal considerations, was transformed into the
agency of dangerous and forbidden love : the troubadour civilisation
of twelfth century Provence, addicted to the Albigensian variant
of Manichaeism, was literally wiped out by the forces of orthodoxy
under the banner of St. Dominic. But religious annihilation could
not scour the poison from the European bloodstream. The
explosive mixture of spiritual aspiration and forbidden carnal
love reached its apogee in the Tristan legends ; continued its hold
on the European imagination for more than three centuries,
reaching its lowest ebb in the ‘ rationalist ’ seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries ; achieved a violent recrudescence in the
Romantic Revival and Wagner and, in the twentieth century, has
been steadily debased to a pitch where every other cheap film and
novel proclaims the revelation of a ‘ Great Passion ’.
So, the myth is still very much in our system ; which explains
why the most fastidious aesthete will weep his heart out before the
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shadow play ofMiss Joan Crawford’s travails ; and strong mountain
climbers, incorruptible by the Muse Erato, were devoted slaves of
Miss Greta Garbo.
In applying this theory to Mr. Toynbee’s new work I am
suggesting that this particular Adam’s reaction to being ejected
from Daisy’s Garden — his grovelling despair and desire to cling
to the wife who no longer loves him — his induced illness which
enforcedly replaces him under Daisy’s loving care — his rapid
disintegration after the final leavetaking — all betray the influence
of the most debilitating and sentimental aspects of the ‘ passion ’
myth. His grief, when banished from the Garden, is intense because
his former life with Daisy (although he fleetingly recalls the flaws)
has come to stand for lost Bliss, all Grace, all Happiness, etc., etc.
The realities have dissolved and the myth seems rea l; life never
could have been like that but it seems so. This is the reverse of
the usual procedure. To the neophyte Love is a rosy dream of
future bliss which dissolves under the exigencies of lif e ; Mr.
Toynbee would have us believe that complete bliss prevailed until
the dream was suddenly, painfully shattered.
We have seen that Love, of the monumental variety, must end
in Death. Wishing to transcend life it cannot exist in life. The
passion of Mr. Toynbee’s Adam (muted in the paradisial stage)
flames up with febrile vigour on the eve of banishment, only to
fizzle out in a pathetic parody of death — futile dissipation. For
you obviously cannot have a proper Grand Passion if one of the
participants has turned her back irrevocably and beguiles herself
with a lover. This in part explains the feeble grip which Mr.
Toynbee’s story has on our sympathies ; for it is really only the
tale of a man whose woman gets fed up with him and moves to
other pastures: the cuckold in his mortification seeks to assuage
his sense of failure and guilt by erecting a grandiose conception
of blissful union broken by a fall from grace : and thereafter
the ‘ pangs of despised love ’. All of which is very sad but hardly
enough with which to re-interpret the Fall of Man.
The reason why I have laid such stress on the passion myth is
th is: to discuss love is to discuss ethics. The debasement of this
myth has led to the isolation of some of its elements, in particular
the glorification of woeful, hopeless love. This element made
splendid material for the canzoni of the troubadours and, when
made into art, was transformed ; but the troubadour did not usually
pine away — he was too busy making songs and solacing himself
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with the kitchen maid. His life, save in certain spectacular cases,
was not ruined. But this sentiment, when removed from the time
and mileu fitting for its proper expression and transformation,
became the raison d'etre for every self-pitying and self-immolating
motive in man. The sufferer could and can feel that hopeless and
rejected Love is sufficient reason for neglecting all other depart
ments of his life and even ruining that life ; and further feels that
a certain immortality accrues thereby — ‘ he ruined himself for
love, etc. ’ To try to live such an attitude to love is plainly very
immoral. In particular it is very cruel to the beloved, for it is not
the person which is cherished but the passion of which the person
is the mere agent. It is not life with him or her which is desired
but the blissful, transcendent state which he or she inspires. Just
as Mr. Toynbee’s rejected Adam longs, not for Daisy, but for the
life in Paradise he fancies he shared with her. This love then is
supremely selfish. And it is highly desirable that such over
whelming urges should be siphoned off in a reading of Romeo and
Juliet or at a performance of Wagner’s Tristan for, whenever these
abstractions invade life, disaster supervenes. Life is a struggle with
minute particulars, but Love or Passion is an abstract state as
far removed as possible from the particularities of life.
And yet love is the most beautiful and fruitful of all experiences :
what divides it from this destructive ‘ passion ’ ? Love, it seems,
is something which constantly accommodates itself to the mutations
of life. Passion is an abstraction demanding perpetuity ; ' it is
not-life. What, though, prevents The Garden to the Sea from being
the kind of art which can contain these sentiments ?
You obviously cannot dismiss Wagner’s Tristan as ‘ a tale of
adultery,’ but you can, unfortunately, describe Mr. Toynbee’s
novel as ‘ the story of a man whose wife gets fed up with him ’.
However touchingly a situation of the latter kind were described
the reader’s expectations would be focussed on ‘ what happens
next ’ : one may mourn for a shattered union but, sooner rather
than later, a fresh start must be made — protracted examination
of the wound being morbid. The reader instinctively feels this.
But i f both parties continue to love and are separated by a third
party then the tender longs for their reunion. One was reminded
of the enervation induced by the former type of masochistic love
story when a recent film adaptation of Dreiser’s Sister Carrie
appeared ; there, a successful business man ruins himself for a
g irl; they part when he has dragged her into poverty (the man’s
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first wife having contrived his indigence), he ends up in the gutter,
and, in the last reel, begs for food from the girl who has become a
successful actress. Such a story is thoroughly uncathartic and,
though moving, depressing. One feels it is very unfair that one
party to the passion should ‘ get away with it ’ ; and that it is
unlikely the wife would act with such ferocity, that all the dice
would be loaded against him. In order to drag tears from us
the author, pretending to draw from life, slyly paints a wholly
pessimistic picture which is untrue to life. It is this omission o f
so much of the material of life which makes stories like this one
by Mr. Toynbee unacceptable because A—we do not believe in
Adam’s former paradise ; B—if such a state of bliss had been pos
sible it would not have ended in the way he describes ; C—because
we do not believe in the premises Adam’s lamentations seem gross
self indulgence.
Quotation from so closely written a book as this is liable to seem
unfair but, before examining more closely the symbolism o f the
work, let us look at these passages.
“ This, at least I ’d proved — that there was no life livable without
my Daisy. How long can a man run screaming from horror into
horror’s arms ! ”
And this a little later : “ But i f I could scream so loud that houses
fell down, and i f I could fill a whole sea with tears. . . . I f my
scarred face and filleted body, my yellow mouth and the deep runnels
o f my tears could be the perfect image o f forsaken anguish, then
surely she'd gasp and rim. She’d trample back through all her
ignorant plans to save me.”
And near the end : “ Forgive this sight you see. I ’m ill, for
one thing, and should be nursed as well as cleaned. In such a state
as this it’s hard to think o f suitable words, or why I landed here.
Such a coughing and such a poison in the mouth ! I fear my will’s
been off again and left me ; . . . ”
The reader may rest assured that these instances are not isolated
examples but indicate the prevailing tone of the work.
There is a certain sense of continuity from Tea with Mrs.
Goodman to The Garden to the Sea : many of the proper names
are identical and stand for similar qualities. Thus, Daisy Tillet,
Kore, is followed by Daisy, the wife of Adam ; Noel Tibet, AttisAdonis, Gawain/Perceval, etc., by Noel, the Voice of Adam’s
Innocence; Tom Ford, the Nietschean superman, by Tom, the
Voice of Adam’s F a ll; Charlie Parsley, homo libidinosus, by
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Charlie, the Voice of Adam’s Punishment. And even Mrs. Good
man, the eternal mother, turns up towards the end of the second
book. In the cases of Noel, Charlie and Tom these personae
are much more apt in the first book, in which they denote separate
individuals, than in the second where they illustrate various aspects
of Adam ; in electing to split off the several sides of Adam’s
nature, Mr. Toynbee has rendered his archetypes a good deal
more wooden ; the loss of vitality can be judged by comparing
the following passages.
This is Charley Parsley : “ Long-face smells like the best o f
this bloody bunch, though every inch a boo-hoo and a breastbeater.
He’s a morsel o f something rare and tasty, quail or sturgeon, but a
bit tainted, a little bit ‘ o ff’. My, but he’s sensitive ! M y but
he has ideals, but my, how he fails to live up to them ! And then,
oh, my, my, my, how ashamed he is ! The Sincerely Weak Man:—
he was sick fo r shame all over the tart he’d paid two guineas for,
and long before he’d had his money’s worth. He was as pleased
as Punch when they told him he’d got the death-wish, but he never
dared to wish hard enough.”
And this is Charley-Adam ; the satire is more muffled, less
accurate : “ Where the good men sit and work, bowed at their
desks with the weight o f their self-importance. Admiralty and
Foreign Office ! Plumed red soldiers sitting proud on their steeds !
And didn’t your fingers itch for dynamite, to send them all sky-high
who make us pariahs with their brief-cases and pince-nez? Paint
their bottoms in mandril, and whip them nude through the streets ! ”
The other two pairs are not so closely akin and it would be unfair
to compare their utterances : Tom-Adam, the airman, is shadowy
and insufficiently imagined beside Tom Ford the ‘ Airgun ’ ; a
similar charge could be made against the second Noel. The
‘ Charley ’ sections are easily the most satisfactory in The Garden
to the Sea but they are shriller, more protesting, and lack the
self-deprecatory irony of the earlier model. One would not go
so far as to say that an artist’s emotions should necessarily be
‘ recollected in tranquillity ’ but here those emotions are still in a
condition of unnerving kinesis. The events on which he draws
seem much too close to him and his head to be swimming. In
consequence his images are so clotted together, as though vomited
onto the page, as to make reading a tiring and laborious process.
In Tea with Mrs. Goodman the mythological properties functioned
brilliantly : why, then, does Mr. Toynbee fail to contain the
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Eden legend ? Primarily, I think, because the Fall o f Man is a
special case. The myths of Tristan, Oedipus, Orpheus, the Fisher
King, Adonis are evocations of events which continually recur ;
that is one reason why they endure. But the Fall of Man is unique
in that it could only happen once ! Hence its power over those
who believe in it. So while it is perfectly permissible for Mr.
Eliot to reinterpret the legend of the Fisher King, or M. Cocteau
the story of Oedipus, because these stories submit to re-application,
it is something like effrontery on Mr. Toynbee’s part to retell
the Fall of Man. If it only happened once it can only be told in
the abstract, unrelated to any Time or Space we know. But if
every little human fall can be made to correspond to that original
Fall the event loses all grandeur and all meaning. For can we
really accept the earthly paradise as a cushioned and carpeted
house in the Isle of Wight with Daisy swinging in a hammock
in the English rose garden ? And are we really meant to infer
that Eve (Daisy) ate of the Tree of Knowledge (took a lover)
because Adam was sterile and couldn’t produce babies ? There
is no end to the betises to be committed by a man who will dare
to tamper with the solemn and awful doctrine o f the Fall o f Man.
And yet when ail carping is done the emotion which remains
is one of disappointment. The greatest o f writers stumble but in
these lean days we wince at so prodigal a waste of talent. Our
hopes must rest on the knowledge that, even in the Stygian dark
ness through which we have tolled, an occasional parhelion blazed
and our spirits soared :
“ With each o f his seven strides across the room, another and
more distant sight comes back, until the steepled bridge and the
flour-white, dancing millers. There at the furthest point o f his
long memory, he holds his life stretched backwards like a spring.”
A man who can write like that will never go unrewarded.
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NAMES OF SOME DISHES
AND THEIR ORIGIN
by ROBIN ADAIR
NTEREST in all works of art begins with knowledge. If we
agree that Cooking is an Art then we cannot expect good
cooking — let alone occasional culinary chefs d’oeuvre — from a
cook who is merely performing a quotidian task. As for the amateur
cook, or even the expectant gourmet, it is perhaps even more
important to ‘ know ’.
We may admire, we may be spontaneously thrilled, but the
moment we see the relation between the finished article and the
raw material, the minute we understand the changes made by
genius, or merely by talent — the transpositions, the deformations,
harmonies, dissonances — then we are interested ; we appreciate
not only the work, but also the technique employed ; we know.
From this interest in the technicalities and complexities of the
Art of Cookery follows a curiosity about the origin of some of the
‘ Classics ’. How and by whom were they created ? Are they the
happy outcome of some spontaneous reaction to the presence, all
set out together, of some collection of ingredients ? Was the
creator inspired perhaps by some peculiar happening or by some
completely extraneous influences ? Or are they more prosaically
the result of a slow evolution ?
Many of these dishes are of disputable origin, even such — to
us now — commonplace things as mayonnaise, sirloin of beef,
red currant jelly and so on, still provide a subject of dispute amongst
the pundits. O f them all, the most fascinating is the mayonnaise.
Grimod dej la Reyniere insisted that it should be bayonnaise,
having been bom, so to speak, in that town. Knowing the place
so well, I must agree with the other authorities who affirm that
there is no evidence to support this theory. Mahonnaise — created
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in honour of Marechal de Richelieu after his capture of the Fort
of Mahon — seems a better *buy,’ but Careme would have none
of it, declaring that it should be magnonnaise from an old verb
meaning to stir. Certainly very plausible.
Then we find the authorities still quarreling about the poor
lobsters. Should they be a I’americaine or amoricaine (Amorique=
Bretagne) ? Some claim the former — invented by a famous
Paris chef in honour of a particularly rich and generous American
patron. The others wish us to believe that the dish has reached
us from Breton fisherman who cooked it, as a matter of course,
much as those from the shores of Provence prepare their wonderful
bouillabaisse — the best I ever had was prepared by my fisherman
host on the rocks near Toulon ; we ate it out of ‘ plates ’ which
were large pieces of cork, hollowed out. Anchovies and olives ;
the bouillabaisse ; goat’s milk cheese ; nectarines ; local vin rosi,
slightly rough, insidious. Incomparable, nostalgic m eal.. . . How
we slept after it, in the narrow shade of a rock, before a final swim
and a leisurely row back across la Rade to the then still intact
Quai Cronstadt.
After that sentimental digression, take a famous dish of
more robust association, especially as it is still, and in its own
right, one of the best arrangements of chicken : the wonderful
poulet marengo. According to the story, Bonaparte, to celebrate
the rout in June 1800 of the Austrian army, invited his victorious
generals to dinner. Alas — or, perhaps for posterity, happily,
the baggage train had been left behind in the advance ; only one
waggon had succeeded in following and if there were no provisions,
it did contain the chef, Dunan, and as one would expect, a few o f
his own personal utensils. A few chickens, tomatoes and some oil
were found in a deserted farmhouse; somebody had a flask o f
brandy, another the remains o f t bottle of white w in e; wild
herbs for a bouquet in the fields^, Soon a fire was blazing and
Dunan carved the plucked chickens, raw, into pieces to be browned
on both sides in a little oil before sprinkling them with brandy
setting it alight to be jiantbi. The pieces of chicken removed and
kept hot in another pan while to the first one was added tomatoes
and garlic finely chopped, the bunch of herbs, white wine, all this
squashed and stirred — the affair of a few minutes — producing
a delicious sauce of unusual sapidity. The pieces of chicken are
returned to it to simmer, covered, for about fifteen minutes or
so. The name ? That of a victory, for such is the origin of the
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poulet marengo which is still prepared in the same manner, except
that we now adorn it with mushrooms, a few croutons and for each
person, an egg, fried very quickly in boiling oil so that while the
white is crisp and golden brown, the yolk has not had time to set
and harden. Note : We know, of course, that if birds are killed,
prepared and cooked immediately, they are even more tender than
those which have been ‘ hung,’ and, of course incomparably better
than those kept in cold storage, or even in a refrigerator.
Perhaps the most discussed and disputed ‘ bones of contention ’
— only they are pancakes — are the exquisite and now familiar
crepes suzette. The last mumble of war to be heard, in London
and Paris at least, was a short time before the last war and was
set alight by one of Marcel Boulestin’s articles. Reports of the
battle were made public through the columns of The Times, Wine
and Food, The Evening Standard, all the great generals of la haute
cuisine joining in. M. Latry and M. Herbodeau gave their expert
opinions and I helped with the research — in his Memoirs, a great
chef, M. Henri, claims to have invented the crepes, at Monte Carlo
in 1894, for King Edward VII, then Prince of Wales. Finally,
M. Herbodeau appealed to Escoffier himself, who responded at
once, writing probably one of his last letters. Another letter
reached us from M. Vaillant in Paris : “ Dear Sir,—I would like
to let you know the following about crepes suzette which were first
made by M. Joseph, then Director of the Restaurant Paillard,
during the exhibition of 1889___ ” But amongst all this con
flicting ‘ evidence,’ by far the most charming of all the theories
was propounded by M. Latry in a letter to The Times : “ Perhaps
it will interest your readers to know the true romantic history
which I have just ascertained. Mile. Suzette was a star of the
Comedie Franpaise ; in 1897 she played the part of a maid, the
r61e demanding that she should serve pancakes. These were sup
plied by the Restaurant Marivaux___ The creator was the
famous Joseph, who later came to London to manage the Savoy
Restaurant___ ”
In conclusion, I should like to confirm the claim staked by
Boulestin to the creation of our own crepes verlaine. The featherlight pancakes are re-heated — as are the suzette — in a pounded
butter with sugar, orange juice, a little grated orange peel, brandy
and several other liqueurs ; finally, and the raison d’etre, they
are burnt with real absinthe. The reason ? Literary rather than
culinary. Verlaine, always fond of absinthe and at one time —
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during which he wrote the following poem — a schoolmaster in
London :—
“ Le brouillard de Paris est fade
On dirait meme qu’il est clair
A coti de cette promenade
Que Von appelle Leicester Square.
Mats le brouillard de Londres est
Savoureux comme non pas d’autres.”
As Marcel himself explained : “ My first restaurant was in
Leicester Square, hence the name given to the pancakes in the year
of their birth, 1925."

THEATRE IN LONDON
ALUS WELL ?
by JOHN GARDINER
T ITS INCEPTION the current season at the Old Vic can
safely claim one distinction. Hamlet and All's Well that
Ends Well, if not the mightiest and the lowliest, are probably the
most and the least celebrated of all thirty-seven plays in the
Shakespearean canon. In this generation, who can say, quickly,
when he last saw All’s Well and, conversely, who can have avoided
seeing Hamlet ? The season is unusual in other respects, for the
governors of this prematurely venerable institution have made
a prodigious effort to raise the company from the trough of mingled
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obloquy and very intermittent success into which it sank after
the dismissal of Messrs. Olivier and Richardson. They have
even announced a ‘ Five Year Plan,’ embodying the promise of
all the plays in the First Folio. Less happily, that disastrous
British version o f gemutlichkeit emerges in the glassy-eyed
insistence with which the parochial, happy family aspect of the
Old Vic is stressed : combining the best traditions of ‘ The Royal
Victoria Coffee Music Hall ’ with the hair raising idiom o f Mr.
Butlin, one page of the programme informs us of somewhere
To Meet Your Friends, Somewhere to Eat, Something to Read and
Something to Hear. The third section includes volumes hy leading
dramatic critics and The Living Room by Graham Greene ; and
the fourth advises long playing records of former productions
at t h e ‘ Old V ic’.
The critics’ reaction to the present production of AlTs Well
that Ends Well has been most curious. Almost all have expressed
their distaste o f this ‘ sour tale ’ of an ardent girl whose newly
won but boorish husband refuses to consummate their marriage —
until tricked into bed by his wife, believing her to be another virgin
he has determined to seduce. The moral of this cheerful tale of
Boccaccio’s is that however firm our convictions in the light of
day they may be easily mocked in the darkness of the n ig h t; our
critics (and doubtless not only critics) seem to find that observation
unpalatable — hence the sharp reaction. But it is interesting to
note that, although the husband behaves most caddishly, it is the
alleged impropriety of the wife on which the critics have fastened.
That a woman should give chase and with great aplomb bring
down her prey, that it seems is very shocking. Times have changed :
the shades were closing round the ‘ Age of Reason ’ when Hazlitt
was able to write : “ yet the most scrupulous nicety of female
modesty is not once violated . . . there is not one thought or action
that ought to bring a blush into her cheek, or that for a moment
lessens her in our esteem ”. Admiration of extreme feminine
pudor coupled with an unchivalrous view of women who had
‘ fallen ’ was one of the most unpleasant features of the Victorian
world : at a time when certain nineteenth century virtues might
well be re-instated, it seems a pity that the dregs of their ethics,
so to speak, should still be cherished. It would be interesting to
speculate just how far this attitude is a symptom of the well-known
English fear of '* predatory woman ’ ; the fear which has
increasingly driven men into gangs, teams and clubs, anywhere
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so it be not in woman’s company.
Helena, the character singled out for such odium, is played
in this instance by Miss Claire Bloom. The ‘ success story ’ of
Miss Bloom’s career will doubtless be familiar to everybody ; she
is already approaching the forefront of her profession with re
markably little solid achievement behind her. For some years
now the accent in the theatre, as in everything else, has been on
youth, more and more youth. Sir Johnston Forbes Robertson
could play Hamlet at the age of sixty without a qualm ; but Sir
John Gielgud gave his farewell performance of the same part
when still a young looking forty. It is a commonplace that the
cinema has been responsible for this very mixed blessing, but
the irony of the situation is that in both theatre and cinema the
youth promoters ruefully admit their inability to replace the ‘ old
timers ’. Leading players are made and unmade with absurd
rapidity, sometimes within the space of a year. And so it remains
to be seen whether Miss Bloom will maintain herself aloft. The
likelihood is that she will, for in appearance, manner and speech
she represents the ultimate in film and fashion magazine culture.
There have been few such perfect products of the ‘ drama school ’ ;
conveyor belt methods have erased every trace of individuality
from her beautiful mask-like countenance ; the equal precision
of her consonantal delivery knocks flat every nuance in her
speeches — so overwhelming is the auditor’s impression of d ’s
and t’s. Above all, Miss Bloom raises the question of sincerity.
Confucious said, “ nothing is more outwardly visible than the
secrets of the heart, nothing more obvious than what one attempts
to conceal ”. No actor can pretend to more feeling or imagination
than he in fact possesses, that is one of the instructive aspects of
the art, but each member of the audience can only respond
according to his own capacity for sincerity. This means that,
if the audience be shallow, a shallow actor may score a great
success, while a great actor (faced with the same audience) may not
enjoy a proportionately greater success. That is why so many
people eschew the theatre as being fafese and insincere. What
happens most often is that while an audience can be deluded and
respond happily to an inferior actor, it will nevertheless respond
with a different and better quality of enthusiasm when the genuine
article appears.
A multitude of people do not really know what they think ;
the. newspapers, the radio, the film magazines endeavour to fill
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the lacuna by telling them what to think. These organs have not
hesitated to tell us that Miss Bloom should be regarded very
favourably indeed. I can only register my opinion that she scarcely
rendered one scene in such a way as to make her matter intelligible :
her diction was crystal clear but the sound failed to accord with
the meaning. Her sincerity, in the sense of giving expression to
the truthful response to an event, was absolutely non e s t; had I
not been familiar with the text I should with difficulty have followed
her part of the action.
By contrast, Mr. Michael Hordern is one of the best actors
to appear at the ‘ Old Vic ’ for some time. He presents Parolles
as a jumpy anxiety-neurotic, wildly glancing about to see if anyone
has rumbled him, and distractedly solacing himself on his finger
nails. This notability in the line of cowards and boasters is no
minor Shakespearean creation : he is funny in the way that Pistol
is not, and has more than a hint of the divine culpability of Falstaff.
It was good to see an actor grasping comic possibilities with very
capable hands and establishing that rapport with his audience
which is rarely seen now save in the music halls. The evening is
worthwhile if only to see Mr. Hordern come on to the stage, draw
his sword in mock ferocity, and then proceed to clean his nails
with it. Unfortunately, the other delightful comic creation in this
play, Lafeu, seems to have been entirely misunderstood. He is
characterised in the dramatis personae most succinctly as ‘ an old
Lord ’ ; a whimsical, quizzing character with lines of a sly and
delicate irony unusual even in Shakespeare. Mr. Arthur Wontner
or Mr. Milton would do justice to it, but the part has been given
to a young actor, Mr. William Squire, who, with shiny Pickwickian
mask and that uncaptivating sing-song intonation employed by
‘ character’ actors to suggest lovable old age, imperturbably
murders it.
As anticipated, the producer has worked feverishly to jazz up
what he plainly considers a dull play.' The melancholy and very
serious King is played as a pantomime comic ; his invalid scene
being conducted as a roaring farce with an egregious priest babbling
bogus latin whenever the king feels faint. These and similar
devices quite fail to raise the comic quantum, and it is entirely
to Mr. Hordern’s credit that flabby improvisations are forgotten,
whenever he enters to drive the play along at his own behest.
Before considering the performance of Hamlet, a word about
d&or. Mr. James Bailey has designed a permanent facade for use
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in all the plays of the present season. This consists of three arches
joined to form a new proscenium placed very far forward on the
stage. Almost all the action has to take place in front of the
fagade, which means an acting area little larger than the space
in front of a cinema screen. To complicate matters, this remnant
is traversed by steps running the whole width of the stage; and
no actor can move diagonally more than a couple of paces without
climbing up or down. The idea was to establish more intimate
contact with the audience, but the scrambling up and down is
distracting to the point of irritation. William Poel once said that
the aim of Shakespearean production should be to avoid dispersing
the audience’s attention.
If the production methods indicated were inimical to a slight
play, how much more immolation, churlish as it sounds, might be
expected in the case of H am let: as hardened playgoers know this
material has long proved indestructible. All the town knows
all about the play Hamlet, that is understood, so all the town goes
instead to view the new actor of Hamlet 1 How did the Old Vic
oblation look from that bias ? Mr. Richard Burton is a handsome
actor and a good o n e ; he is also very young and we trust that,
even in this youth-besotted age, he will be prevailed upon to play
it in the years to come. At the beginning his appearance was
promising : a serious, hag-ridden countenance, “ the bay-trees
in our country are all withered,” with expressive eyes. The
exchanges with the King and his mother were well managed — and
then he was alone for the first soliloquy. “ 0 ! that this too, too
solidflesh would melt ” was uttered with such feeling and naturalness
as quite to take one’s breath away. What we were not prepared
for was that this should subsequently prove to be the high-light
of his performance. Thereafter he was at his best in the natural,
prosy moments, where most actors fail : the first meeting with
the Players for instance, and the beginning of the grave-yard
scene until “ Alas, poor Yorick ”. For Mr. Burton’s major trouble
was the ‘ poetic note ’ ; further complicated by his ‘ daemon ’
being Welsh.
In all the most poetic passages (save the first soliloquy) Mr.
Burton would grind into bottom gear as though magnetised by
the oracle within ; whereupon, Welshness welling up, all the sorrow
of Rhondda valley, all the misery of the mining villages, an aeon
of Druidic echos, emerged from the cavern with a deadly boom.
Only a Welshman, in all the grimness of his apocalyptic ardour,
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can make one so miserable and depressed as to long for merciful
extinction. As a method for coercing shivering sinners into chapel
it is unrivalled, but when applied to Shakespearean iambics Erato
faints away.
Occasionally he would bring off a fine isolated effect, as when
on the lines “ Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindless villain !
O, vengeance ! ” he threw his arms high, paused to contemplate
ruefully the empty rhetorical gesture, so reminiscent of the departed
player, and, ashamed, pulled them down on “ Why, what an ass
am I ! ” Elsewhere he was needlessly theatrical ; so that after
the line “ M y tables, meet it is I set it down'' his observation ‘ that
one may smile ’ etc. was hacked out on the ground with his sword.
Although the early part of Miss Bloom’s Ophelia is undistinguished
— not to say vapid — the mad scene is handled with considerable
ingenuity ; the production of this scene is in fact the best thing
Mr. Benthall has done in either of the two plays. It is perhaps
rather forcing the ‘ psychology ’ to have Ophelia dragging her
affrighted brother down for a libidinous kiss ; but it is very effective
when, seeing the newly arrived Laertes for the first time, she slaps
his face sharply and then runs to a corner to simper over her flowers.
And it was a great relief not to have the fragmentary lyrics merely
used as an opportunity for Ophelia to sing heartbreakingly ; a
word or two was sung, then a slur back to blurred speech, followed
by another burst of crazed singing. The whole added up to a very
passable representation of psychosis. If it be argued that the
performance was not moving, the reason is to be sought in the
mimetic defects outlined elsewhere.
To consider the production as a whole would be to embark on
a catalogue of error bearing too great a resemblance to compulsive
carping. The dibdcle of the magical opening for instance, all
meaning lost in a riot of martial barking ; and the planting of the
Ghost in the middle of the fore-stage, shedding all mystery, leaving
the audience free to examine the dilapidation of his costume.
Blunders such as these force one to put the question, “ Is there no
man of theatric talent, combining imagination with the necessary
scholarly equipment, capable of administering our unofficial
National Theatre ? ” . In the country which sent Gordon Craig
into exile and Granville Barker into retirement, the answer is not
easily affirmative.
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SOME FRENCH BOOKS
The American novelists, from Hemingway to Faulkner, consider
that a writer should experience all things, and certainly Georges
Arnaud fulfils this desideratum. He has even gone through the
night horrors that precede the death sentence. The author of
Le Salaire de la Peur is one of those writers who have never been
able to come to terms with our hyperurbanised world, and who
devote their books to the freedom of the individual in a natural
environment, the call of the wild, the charms of escape, the wind,
the sea, the trees and flowers. Le Salaire de la Peur, however, is
not of this order : it is a grim and moving story about gelignite,
set in the tropics. As in all his other novels, the setting is South
America. He has lived in Venezuela for years, and plied every
trade : lorry-driver, night watchman, policeman, gold prospector.
Le Salaire de la Peur has been filmed, and to a certain extent
falsified, so that the characters no longer retain their original
integrity. Georges Arnaud, therefore, refuses to part with the
film-rights of his other b o oks: notably Le Voyage du Mauvais
Larron (another more or less autobiographical account of adventures
in South America, and sometimes considered a better work than
Le Salaire de la Peur) and Lumiere de Souffre.
Georges Amaud’s most recent novel is called Les Oreilles sur
le Dos. The author forces himself into desperate collision with
the contemporary world ; this is a n o . el of action, rushing the
reader along at nightmare speed ; a tfbvel that puts new lights
into Oscar Wilde’s remark that life imitates literature.
*
*
*
*
*
Jacques Perret, with his biting, lively, rich and colourful style,
has wit, detachment and finesse. French good sense is his preserve.
Odd man out in politics and literature, Jacques Perret, in the
Fourth Republic, remains an impenitent royalist with a gift for
conveying the pleasurable illusion that we are listening to a
familiar voice describing a world where reality and fairyland are
one. Such are Histoires sous le vent, L ’Oiseau rare, Objets perdus.
For Bande a part, the title of which defines the author’s own position,
Jacques Perret received the Prix lnterallii, one of the highest
distinctions annually awarded in Paris. The literary critic of
Le Monde writes : “ M. Jacques Perret, by his successive books,
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is on the way to taking up a position, alongside Marcel Ayme,
in direct descent from Courteline
Le Caporal epingle and
La Bete Mahousse roused the enthusiasm of a huge reading public.
What about Bdtons dans les Roues ? It is sure to do the same,
with its nonstop review of world and national events, politics,
arts, architecture, the elections, and all the major and minor problems
that regulate the pace of daily life, discussed with wit, realism,
directness, sensibility and unfailing humour, that suggests the
whole thing may be more of a joke than you might expect A
fine craftsman, he is master of pace, movement and the mot juste,
endowed with an inventive imagination as unlaboured as it is
picturesque. The title of the book, Bdtons dans des Roues, is easily
explained. Jacques Perret holds that progress has got out of
control ; it is therefore his pleasure to put spokes in the wheels.
*
*
*
*
*
This is the place to notice a fine book, Londres, Peintres et
Ecrivains, just brought out by the Swiss publisher Mermod, in
Lausanne. The volume, catalogued under fine arts, is a richly
produced selection of tributes to the English capital. It consists
of texts, appropriately and tastefully illustrated, chosen from dead
and living writers : Chateaubriand, Verlaine, Larbaud, Mallarme,
Morand for France ; Keats, de Quincey, Dickens, Galsworthy,
Lawrence, Eliot for England. The choice of texts discreetly com
plementary, is peculiarly happy. The preface is by Cyril Conolly :
clear-headed, precise in definition, witty and entertaining. He
rightly remarks : ‘ Paris we have loved passionately and Rome
we have worshipped as a goddess. London inspires feeling, but
passion never . . . ’.
♦
*
*
*
*
In the Paris that he loved and whose Left Bank, with its old
grey streets sloping to the Seine, he described so well, a posthumous
work has appeared by Robert Brasillach : Six Heures a Perdre,
melancholy and gentle as only the book of a dead poet can be.
It is a book of goodbyes and youth’s defeated protests. Robert
Brasillach, a great poet and leader of the younger generation, was
executed during the liberation. He was, and remains, one of the
great writers of our day. Marcel Ayme said of him : ‘ His
prodigious literary culture, and in particular his encyclopaedic
knowledge, as deep as it was lucid, of all that ever was in
the domain of French writing, are probably unequalled in France
at the present time ’. Marcel Braspart writes : ‘ The readers of
Brasillach will find him again, and alive again, in this work, and
that will be the main thing for them___ He is there in the book,
looking a little dishevelled, a little happy-go-lucky, so out of
keeping with the harsh disciplines of death. It is a warm, honest,
moving book, and has that rare quality of immediately malting you
want to go and meet the author in the flesh.’
P. HOFSTETTER.
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ITALIANS, WOMEN AND HAIR-OIL
A m o n g W o m e n O n ly , by Caesare Pavese (Translated from the

Italian by D. D. Paige). Peter Owen, 11s. 6d.
T h e W o m e n o f R o m e by Alberto Moravia, Seeker and Warburg,

15s.
TN SOME RESPECTS Italian was the first ‘ modern language ’
-*■ to reach literary status. Its florescent epoch was the age of
Dante and Cavalcanti, but after this it suffered more than any other
from the impact of humanism (“ You must write Ciceronian Latin ”),
and almost experienced the fate of medieval Latin. The long
standing political division of Italy between the Austrians, the
Spaniards and the French was not conducive to the growth of
anything approaching ‘ King’s Italian ’.
Free from the conservative influences of literary tradition and
national affairs the spoken language developed unchecked into
the diverging extremes of dialect, while the average writer, pre
tending not to hear the phonetics of the open city or the bicycle
thieves, has devoted his energy to a Spenserian remodelling of the
language-that-might-have-been. The concentration, that should
have been directed to a pruning of cliches and cliche thought
habits, is dispersed in a hobby-horsical toying with verbal cupolas
and decorative pinnacles.
Though this duality is bound to exist in any civilised country
where written words are ideograms rather than phonetic trans
criptions, it is the effect of the peculiar form it has taken in Italy,
rather than the fact of the duality itself, to which I am drawing
attention. In the spoken language lui has long replaced egli as
the subject pronoun he, but egli is still the norm in the novelist’s
dialogue. Not even Mussolini could persuade the Italians to
abandon the use of lei for the second person (“ Would his man-ship
get up them stairs ”). The dictionaries do their best to encourage
these Jekyll and Hyde phenomena. Their compilers are more
concerned with what words ought to be in an ideal Italian rather
than in recording the words actually used both in literature and in
common speech. One has to use a special ‘ modern ’ (not
necessarily modem) dictionary for the words in everyday use.
This state of the language has a serious inhibiting effect on the
descriptive powers of all but the most sturdy of its users. The
novelist, who writes in what is known as the ‘ hair-oil ’ manner,
really thinks he is giving an accurate portrayal of the scenes he has
witnessed. The people across the channel imagined for centuries
that the noises they were making were the equivalent of written
Latin, until someone with greater awareness recorded the Strasburg
Oaths as they were actually sworn, after which it became evident
that what had been spoken as Latin was really French. One
observer has noted that the contemporary parallel to the oaths as
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an unintentional key to spoken Italian is to be found in the comic
papers, where the ‘ smoke conversation ’ is quite genuine.
The English reader looking at Italian novels in translation can
get some idea of the psychological effects, which these language
factors have on the writer, by contrasting Moravia’s The Woman
o f Rome with Pavese’s Among Women Only. Both writers conduct
their narrative by transposing themselves into imaginary women
and writing in the first person.
The Woman o f Rome, whose cliches (“ working one’s fingers to
the bone ”) have been faithfully rendered into their English equiva
lent by Lydia Holland, runs to four hundred pages of closely-packed
Penguin. It is a conventional story on the Fanny Hill lines and
there is so little real delineation of person or place that one has merely
to alter the proper names to make the story French, German,
English, American or whatever one chooses. There is no more
evidence of personal awareness or observation in the author’s
handling of the ‘ poor but she was honest ’ theme than in his remarks
on Fascism or the ‘ anti-Fascist resistentialists ’. “ What happened
to me this time in such a crude way, must, I think happen to all
those who have as simple, law-abiding ambitions as I have. . . I
had not been led astray without my own complicity . . . I supposed
he had been weak rather than wicked, carried away as he was by
desire. . . but mother as she sat in the living room before her
patience cards. . . if the things she had lived for throughout her
life . . . had some thoughts as ‘ Adriana’s being longer than usual
this time ’ or on hearing me open the d o o r. . . ‘ Adriana’s finished ’.”
So much for a man who has been popularised in England as a
typically * anti-Fascist ’ Italian writer. Pavese, on the other hand,
who has been called “ brisk and Americanised,” who spent much
of his life wrestling with his language in order to make it hold
his translations of English works from Defoe to Joyce, presents
a much more Italian milieu than Moravia. His scene is Turin
and could be nowhere else, and his characters the Torinese. There
is a sustained and remarkable use of understatement which enables
the narrator to make a telling comparison between Rosetta’s
suicide and the heroine’s moment of abandon with Becuccio. The
‘ society ’ background is depicted with Flaubertian precision.
“ M orelli. . . had a satisfied air and was watching as though he
wore a monocle.. . . Rosetta listened with a half smile, more
of the lips than of the eyes. It was Momina’s smile when she was
passing judgment on someone.” The final situation illustrates
well the economy of means which Pavese possessed for extricating
himself from the baroque. “ She didn’t even seem dead. Only
a swelling round the lips, as if she were being sulky. The curious
thing was she had rented an artist’s studio and had had an armchair
brought there, nothing else, and she had died in front of the window
which looked out on Superga. A cat had given her away — he
was in the room with her, and the next day he miaowed and scratched
so at the door that someone came and opened it.”
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The translation by D. D. Paige, one of the leading critics of
contemporary Italian literature, conveys the vitality and spirit
of the original. Paige’s choice of this work is not without signifi
cance. There is much that remains undone in the field of translation
from the Italian, but there are also important translations which
exist but have not yet been printed, among these Ezra Pound’s
rendering of Enrico Pea’s II Moscardino.
HARVEY BLACK.

A DULL BOOK
R etu rn Passage. The Autobiography o f V iolet M arkham . O xford
University P ress, 21s.

This autobiography is a dull book about a dull life. It was
reviewed in one of the left-wing weeklies under the title A Great
Lady. Opinions may differ as to what exactly constitutes a great
lady, but one thing is clear : Miss Violet Markham has been
a considerable busy-body. Hardly a day o f her long life seems to
have passed which did not find her sitting on some committee,
interfering more or less with the lives of other people, or presiding as
a large frog in some very small puddle. The description of her
varied activities does not make exhilarating reading. Sometimes she
is sweeping crippled and defective children into a class at Chester
field Settlement; sometimes at work in the Anti-Suffrage League ;
between the wars serving on the hated Unemployment Assistance
Board ; during the last war running a canteen which (get ready to
laugh) she called Topsy because it just growed. She is an almost
professional good works enthusiast (almost, because her inde
pendent income preserves her amateur status) and others of the
breed are her chosen friends. Study the index — hardly one of
the dreary crew of self-appointed goody-goodies is missing. No
wonder she eyes with misgiving the replacement of well-meaning
and more or less charitable individuals by the Welfare State. Per
haps if one were a “ defective,” or an immoral A.T.S. girl, or the
unemployed father of a family being questioned by her with a view
to application of the Means Test, one might feel that, sad though
it may be to force the Miss Markhams of life into the ranks of
the workless, yet it is for the greatest good of the greatest number.
She travelled a good d e a l; and it was obviously agony for her
when she saw things of which she disapproved, and which badly
needed investigation, not to be able to set to work immediately
with a strong committee of maiden ladies. She could hardly, figur
atively speaking, keep her hands off the Sultan of Java. “ I came
away thoroughly disgusted by this passing sight of Javanese royalty
and all it revealed in idleness, sloth and sensuality.” He appears,
from her account, to have been a singularly harmless old man,
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who left the government of his country in the hands of the Dutch
Resident while he lived quietly in his palace, surrounded by his
numerous family of wives and children.
Oddly enough, in spite of her addiction to public and near
public life, Miss Markham joined the Anti-Suffrage League,
formed to stop women getting the vote. In this matter she certainly
shows her less attractive side, for she is insensitive enough to write :
“ I am sure the suffragette movement was huge fun, and that they
enjoyed themselves immensely. Smashing windows, being arrested
and bailed out by distracted relatives, slapping policemen and
heckling Ministers must have been a great change from many a
placid fife in town or country, varied only by conventional amuse
ments.” Yes, indeed ; and huge fun too, to be held down by
six wardresses in Holloway Prison while a tube was thrust up your
nose and you were forcibly fed, a rather unconventional amuse
ment indulged in by the Home Office of those days.
Perhaps Miss Markham agrees with those who consider that
Parliament is not a place where women shine ? Not at all. Strange
to say, no sooner had the suffragettes won their victory than Miss M
jumps on the band wagon. “ I was one of the little body of
women. . . who stood for Parliament on the first occasion that
women were qualified to vote and to offer themselves as candidates.”
She was not elected, and did not stand again. No great loss, we
may feel. From her own point of view, given her odd prediliction
for busy-bodying, she was much better off sitting on numberless
committees and boards. She even found time to be married, but
(presumably as an ardent feminist, famous in the committee world)
she kept her maiden name.
Miss Markham was bom at the right moment, and we can con
gratulate ourselves that we shall not see her like again. When
unemployment returns there will be another U.A.B., and those
serving on it may be gruffer, harder, more unsympathetic than she ;
but at least what they are doing will be their work, done for a wage,
not just for the fun of interfering in the old Now-my-good-manwhere-is-your-self-respect way. She and a few like-minded and
right-minded female enthusiasts may still be able to form com
mittees to see to the morals of fallen women or study the reasons
for the breakdown of family life ; or they might get taken on as
prison visitors, though here there is a danger that the prisoners
might complain that it was not part of their sentence. But by and
large their day is done. Whenever we feel inclined to abuse the
Welfare State we should force ourselves to read a chapter of Miss
Markham’s autobiography.
Laying it down with, it must be admitted, a sigh of relief, we
feel there is something missing. Of course— Dame Violet 1
How has she escaped it ? We must pin our faith to the New
Year Honours, and hope they will make good this curious omission.
D.M.
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BAMFORD’S LIVING
ALLOWANCE
or

THE FIRM IS BIGGER
THAN THAT
by HUGO CHARTERIS
ORMALLY the entry of Robson Murdoch into the office
was like the handle of a till going down : everything hap
pened at once. The hall porter raised a white-gloved finger to the
*D ’ of ‘ Daily ’ on his cap, said “ ’Morning Sir — Boy,” the youth
at the head of the bench of youths looked lively with the Late
Specials, the one-armed liftman, glumfaced above ’39-45 star,
desert and defence, swept wide the lift door and the man at the
hall switchboard peered through a sort o f housemaid’s panel
as though he might have expected it, plugged in, said “ Mr. Murdoch
going up now ” and even as he spoke a little red light moved up
a grey tube on the wall indicating the palpable truth of the state
ment, recording floor by floor Mr. Murdoch’s approach to his
daily position at the top.
All this — Normally.
But to-day — because a man in the train had leant across and
said “ Did you know, that Cook is a relation of the Chairman’s
wife ? ” — to-day Murdoch came in differently. Rhythm was
lo s t: at the top of the steps he remembered a large envelope
which the office chauffeur was already coming after him w ith ;
the hall porter’s greeting was hereby interrupted and never
resumed; the youth with the Late Specials was overlooked ;
and faced by both lifts waiting open, Murdoch stepped into the
right-hand lift and not into the lift retained there for him, as usual,
by the one-armed operator. Other employees were already in
this lift and the doors were kept open until it filled. The man
behind the panel therefore announced “ Mr. Murdoch going up
now ” when that was not strictly true, Mr. Murdoch being at
that moment jostled by people whose names he knew and whose
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half-stares, deferential of course, obliged him to notice them even
though he was, since last year, managing director of Amalgamated
Publications and hence also of the Choc-Regglar Laxative Factory,
also, by common knowledge, editorial boss, in spite of an editor,
of the main name-publication and above all, wet nurse to the
proprietor, known as The Chairman, of the whole boiling.
Having finished noticing, he stared over the liftman’s shoulder
as though it were his job also to watch that wall slide a hundred
times up and a hundred times down daily. Then he suddenly
thought of Bamford’s Living Allowance.
And he couldn’t wait.
Murdoch’s room could only be approached through that of
his secretary, his main passage door being sealed. To-day he did
not wish her Good-morning but half through the connecting
door, suddenly stopped and said with his back to her “ Who have
I got this morning ?
“ Mr. Jefferson and the Layfall Mills meeting at twelve, Mr.
Murdoch.”
“ I want to see Cook before Jefferson ” he said. “ Ring down.
See if he’s free.”
He let the door fall behind him.
Everything was noiseless here. Even the traffic was dim like a
far sea. Deep carpets absorbed footfall.
The walls were of such highly polished wood that you expected
to see upon them a little ivory label saying “ Redwood — Canada ”
or “ Taken from the Dining Room Table of the Graf Zeppelin
A desk the size of a castle sideboard bore eight telephones and in
front of it was a small dining room table with nothing on it and four
high backed chairs round it. Sometimes Murdoch didn’t have
time to lunch his contacts at the Savoy. So they came here.
A Multi-flex Angle-ease received his fundament like a hand taking
putty.
In the same motion as sitting Murdoch switched on the seven
teenth switch on the intercom and said “ Jack ” as though the man
were at his elbow ; “ Yes ” replied Jack as though he were.
*‘ I ’ve got to see Cook. Can you make it three thirty this
afternoon ? ”
Only grammatically, not tonally did Murdoch ask questions.
"T hree thirty then” Jack said.
“ Did you get there last night. Sore head ? ” Murdoch’s
hand lay on the switch while the man replied about a party.
Ji
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“ Well, three thirty.” He snapped off, picked up a Parker 53
with an imitation gold top, flipped open the top o f a file and at the
same instant his secretary came noiselessly and stationed herself
at his side with shorthand pad at the ready.
“ Check that ” he said. “ It came out of my head.” A con
fession of weakness ? Hardly. The figure, correct to five digits,
concerned the circulation of an Australian newspaper in 1939.
Normally he would not have bothered to impress Miss Simmonds.
He would have had faith she was permanently impressed.
Murdoch signed.
A strip-reproduction of his signature throughout the years
would have been of simple interest. The size had grown and
grown until in order to fill out the great space it occupied it had
acquired swirls, stabs, squibbles, unexpected aerial Ws and a vast
overall Z starting under the third full stop. The gleaming wetness
was at once safely dulled by Miss Simmonds who rocked a curved
blotter deftly while Murdoch stared at that part of the page which
would likely disclose the beginning of the next.
On Camberley platform he had said to the director of W. H.
Smith’s “ There’s a rumour I’m going to buy the Scotsman : don’t
believe it, I’m not ”. Half an hour later above the harsh electric
rush of wheels the director of W. H. Smith’s revealed the relation
ship of Cook, Murdoch’s No. 2, to Lady Heatherlake.
If the man had said Cook was a nephew or even personal friend
of Heatherlake himself, Murdoch would have paid no attention.
As it was his fountain pen ran out of ink after the third signature.
Normally he filled it first thing after sitting in the multiflex angleease. But to-day he had forgotten to.
He resumed.
Many of the letters he signed started with the word I. The
typewriter is a dull egalitarian otherwise, in manuscript, this single
capital would have looked like Gulliver in Lilliput.
Murdoch had pressure headaches. Two years ago a soft-eyed
middle European osteopath had applied sensitive woman’s fingers
to the base of his skull and found nodules. Two years of one hour
a day among electric machinery like the control room of something
on its way to the moon, and dieting. Then Murdoch had accused
him of ‘ messing about ’. Murdoch had gone elsewhere. This
year it was a slipped disc.
His fingers drummed a few taps as Miss Simmonds paused at a
page on which there was no place for his signature.
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A headache was coming now — as though giant calipers applied
to his skull were insisting on something smaller than the true
dimension. Normally the headaches came in the evenings. He
signed, read through, signed — and his immense signatures were
like pylons, catscradles of wire dotted with insulators, stretching
across a barren landscape of p rin t; each seemed zebra-ed with
barbed wire : danger, keep o u t: five, ten, twenty million volts.
To-day, was it the secretary’s imagination, the pylons were
bigger than ever : more swiftly constructed and at the last he
raised forefinger and thumb to the bridge of his nose — kinder,
calipers — to gauge something there.
“ Did you fix Cook up ? ” he rapped out.
“ Yes Mr. Murdoch.”
The secretary went out like a mannequin practising deportment,
and like her de Luxe Imperial Office Elite — soundless.
Murdoch’s thumb and index finger stayed at his nose bridge
and his head was bowed as though in homage to the heavily framed
likeness of the first Lord Heatherlake hanging on the wall.
With tenacious vulgarity the dead creator stared down at this
latterday pope in pain.
As cabin class is vibrated, in a velvetty way, by the distant
turbines so here the urgence of the presses penetrated as though
the journey here too was across the great multitudinous nihil of
the sea.
The soundbox beside him breathed, preparatory to speech.
“ Mr. Cook’s here now Mr. Murdoch.”
Murdoch’s manner with people who came to Room 1 was much
the same whether they were candidates for a job or opposite
numbers in great firms. He met them at the door, greeted them
bluffly, making use of his size, handgrip and X-ray gaze, escorted
them to a prepared chair like a dentist, then dragged his own
multifiex angle-ease towards it, away from its imperial position
behind the immense desk, all as though to help the visitor forget
in whose presence he found himself and so help the man to be
himself and honest as he, Murdoch, was honest, entirely honest
and man to man. When the visitor was seated Murdoch plucked
up his trouser crease and crouched at them from the rim of the
multiflex angle-ease and spoke to them in his faintly Scots accent
which others would have tried to drop as they rose, but which,
Murdoch thought, increased personality, and was good business
in 1950, although he voted Conservative.
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To-day he did not go bluffly to the door but said “ Send him in.”
and as he uttered these words into the soundbox he heard the
high pitched enthusiastic voice of the Hon. Looty Cook say (in
the soundbox) “ But Miss Simmonds how did you ever get hom e. .
and Murdoch heard Looty’s voice continue blurred through the
door. Going on and on : it seemed — to Murdoch — for in
subordinate minutes.
He went to and pulled open the intervening door.
Cook had white hair. One of his feet was flat on the floor,
the other turned on its side lay on the rim of the raised hearth
for the electric fire. Every few words Looty took his weight on
the bent foot for as long as he could bear it. Then relapsed. And
so on. He had a michaelmas daisy in his buttonhole and a blue
velvet waistcoat done-up with chased silver buttons. One leg of
his grey flannel trousers was acutely pressed, the other was blunt.
He was talking about yesterday’s fog in particular and in general
the beneficial effect of a peasouper on public morality. Clearly
Miss Simmonds had not been able to get a word in edgeways.
In deference to the open door Looty turned his body towards it,
acknowledging it humbly but was unable to prevent himself from
finishing his sentence to Miss Simmonds. “ In fa c t” he said
“ Love thy neighbour needs a peasouper Aha ? Aha ? ” His
laugh was as always a high interrogative bray, accompanied by
increased agitation of movement this way and th a t On this
occasion having begun to move towards Murdoch and the open
door he turned back at high speed while he laughed, took five
impetuous steps towards Miss Simmonds saying over his shoulder
to Murdoch “ Kind Miss Simmonds has been telling me all about
her adventures getting home yesterday. She asked a man the way
to Wapping — and it was the Editor 1 Rather nice, hm ? Oh
yes. It only shows that the unexpected is ever at our elbows.”
"W ill you come in, C ook” Murdoch said.
" Thankyouthankyou ” he said tom now between the conflicting
claims of courteous farewell to a pretty and hospitable woman
and prompt deference to a superior who regarded time as money,
and appointments as power.
His compromise involved him in movement like a crab ; walking
one way, smiling another. Finally, wheeling swiftly, and holding
his dispatch case up to his silver buttons, he shot into the room of
the Managing Director.
Of such episodes as this — or rather of such a manner as his —
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Cook was ashamed. For he felt that his character in general,
and in particular his delight in things being called the opposite
of what they were, the perpetual bal masque of motives in this
building, Heatherlake House, was only made possible by an
independent income, Eton and so on. Therefore he felt an apology
was due to the people he passed daily in the passages and smiled
at them to that effect. On the other hand — contradictorily, he
felt his attitude, of benevolent and independent disillusionment
was the only hope for Heatherlake House, if not for everywhere
else also. And had a taperoom boy been inquisitive in his direction
as though in a Pterodactyl, Looty would have freely admitted
that the perpetual mobile of his little feet, his weekly palpitations
from which he died weekly because he was sure he would, his sudden
immoderate warm bray of a laugh called forth by the truth rather
than a joke, were all perhaps partly attributable to the inbredness
of his grandparents.
He moved into Murdoch’s office as though heading for a door
beyond, then he came back at the same speed, complimenting
Murdoch on a single geranium placed by Miss Simmonds on a
sidetable but not noticed till now, by Mr. Murdoch.
And Murdoch said. “ My secretary put that there,” as though
both the flowers in the room were redundant.
“ Did she. Did she now. I can see I must train mine much
more thoroughly.”
Murdoch indicated the visitor’s seat which, facing the multiflex
angle-ease, seemed at a sort of helpless disadvantage, which its
tenant must soon inevitably share. Looty, in going towards it
thought Murdoch would pass the far side towards the multiflex
but, when Murdoch didn’t, changed his mind, then found Murdoch
moving as he had first suspected, so retreated to avoid collision,
thus involving them in a small pantomime round the empty chairs.
Looty brayed agreeably. “ Lucky there was no music. It might
have stopped,” he said, “ and both of us would have tried to sit
in the same seat. A-ha ? A-ha ? ”
He clucked a little as though reproving himself for such levity
which might for a sensitive man like Murdoch seem to contain
a double meaning. Perched on the rim of his chair, undoing his
brief case, he looked as though he might flit anytime.
Murdoch meanwhile had adopted his man-to-man no nonsense
position crouching forward, trying to end Cook’s fiddling by
scrutiny o f it. Why did the man want papers o u t
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“ Bamford’s living allowance ” Murdoch said.
Cook said “ Oh yes, yes, yes. Bamford’s L i v. . . ”
Murdoch said “ He can’t have it ”. Looty was startled.
He
left his chair. “ Now dear me ” he said “ That puts me in the
soup.”
Murdoch said “ The three pounds a day living allowances were
a wartime measure. We’re bringing them to an end whenever
a correspondent is moved and another takes his place.”
“ This is going to be very embarrassing” Looty said, and he
sat down again opposite Murdoch.
“ What d’you mean Cook — ‘ embarrassing ’. What are you
talking about ? ”
In order to put it clearly Looty was obliged to return to his feet.
He moved about. “ You see — when you said you’d ask the
Chairman about Bamford’s living allowance—(Thursday wasn’t
it ?) — I got a telephone call that evening from Bamford’s wife
(she’s in London) imploring a decision : (some question o f saying
yes or no to a flat). I happened to meet the Chairman at dinner
that night and I asked him whether he, you and he — had come to
any decision. He told me that you hadn’t mentioned the matter
to him yet but that it would be alright : Bamford would get the
allowance. So I rang up Mrs. Bamford and told h e r.. . . And
I suppose she took the flat — on the strength of the Chairman’s
word.” Looty developed a sudden stutter, like a wheel racing,
before getting a grip and shooting off “ N-n-n-now I see I see how
er — out of turn, wrongly I spoke acted that is. But it’s most
awfully embarrassing.” He took off his spectacles while still
hectically on the move like a nuclear particle — and began polishing
leaving little wateiy slits to guide him up and down while Murdoch
sat opposite his empty chair, in his man to man position, like a
marksman in front of no target.
Murdoch said “ You’ve made a mess, Cook. You haven’t a
leg to stand on — either with Bam ford. . . or with me.”
“ Oh I know I know — what what ? — with you ? — how d’you
mean : Oh no, no, no. 1 think I should explain that I said to
Con — the Chairman — ' May I take that as official ? ’ He said
‘ Yes ’. Furthermore you were to be in Birmingham the next
day. I’d have had no opportunity of seeing you — till — till
yesterday. Meanwhile the Bamfords had an offer of a flat. . . in
Rome. . . during Holy Year . . . unheard of luck. No, no Murdoch
— I must say something for myself.”
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Murdoch had called the previous Managing Director “ sir "
for twenty years — until the day Lady Heatherlake got rid of
him.
In his agitation Looty bumped into one of the tall-back chain
which ringed the table where Murdoch lunched his contacts.
“ The business of this office, Cook,” Murdoch said, “ is not
going to be conducted round dinner tables. Is that clear ? The
firm’s bigger than that, Cook.”
“ Most certainly, Robson. But I hoped you’d see — in the
circumstances, on this occasion. . . ”
“ Cook,” Murdoch interrupted. “ D’you know what I see ? ”
The silence which was intended to reveal a pinfall, was filled by
Looty’s soft steps on the deep pile. “ I see you’re trying to get my
job. Well. . . don’t. That’s all. Just don’t. For your own
sake.” And with extraordinary intensity Murdoch repeated
“ The Firm’s bigger than th a t” .
Looty was still for the first time. He put on his glasses and looked
at Murdoch as though he were an astonishing view. “ What an
amazing thing to say,” he said blankly. “ What a perfectly fan
tastic thing to say.” .
A noise like an old woman’s tummy rumble occurred at Mur
doch’s elbow. He picked up the nearest receiver, then said, “ Will
you leave me please, C ook” .
Looty collected his papers and left, complimenting the secretary
as he passed through her room, on her geranium. He was sweating
and hoped the palpitation would hold off till five. It embarrassed
him to leave the office white like a person after news of a death,
holding a hand over that mad fluttering thing whose struggles
always seemed penultimate.
Murdoch cut the incoming call and had himself put through
to the Chairman.
During the delay he drew boxes on the blotter, driving his pencil
point deep.
The first Lord Heatherlake, framed on Murdoch’s and on- many
other office walls in Heatherlake House, had in a sense died twice.
He had died in the sense that we all die and he had died in the
sense that he was not continued, as most fathers are continued,
by even the remotest instance of physical, mental or temperamental
resemblance in his posterity.
For the voice of this Lord Heatherlake, even on the house line,
sounded as though it preceded from a man in a cool cloister where
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nothing had ever happened except meals, medicinal attention and
the muted movement of servants.
“ Yes, Robson,” said the voice. It was a trick of executives
this — tacking a brisk Yes on to the caller’s name, but Lord
Heatherlake did it with a blandness, a woolliness which quite
betrayed the trick.
“ Con,” said Murdoch, as though he had a trivial query which
wouldn’t detain either of them long. “ Cook was up here
— going on about Bamford’s living allowance. Remember we
talked over the whole question of the wartime living allowances
last week. . . decided we’d bring them to an end gradually. . . as
the men were moved ? ”
“ Yes, that’s right.”
' “ Then. . . what about Bamford ? ”
“ I’d like an exception made in Bamford’s case . . . Holy Year .
Besides Jackson’s still getting the old living allowance.” Murdoch said “ Paris is different ”.
“ Hallo,” said the bland voice — and then for no apparent
reason shouted loudly as though the line was faltering — “ Holy
Year, Holy Year — yes it’s Holy Year in Rome. Prices have gone
through the r oof . . . if you’ve got one.”
A strange trumpeting, much distorted on the wire owing to its
volume being greater than the appliance could cater for, signified
Lord Heatherlake had made himself laugh. As though to make
the cause clearer and hence enable Murdoch to join him he repeated,
“ Prices have gone through the roof. If you’ve got one. W hat ? ”
Murdoch said nothing. His faced showed nothing. He leant
forward, rotating a pencil round and round, waiting.
Lord Heatherlake said, “ I wanted Bamford to have a roof.
I told Looty. Hallo ? . . . I told Looty our Rome correspondent
ought to have a roof. I told him to tell Bamford it was alright.”
Did the Chairman call him Robson behind his back ? N o he
called him Murdoch. He would have said “ I told Mur doch. . . ”
" I told Looty,” the voice now bawled, losing confidence in the
line again, “ because Looty said Mrs. Bamford wanted to know
at once. So I told him to tell her. Hasn’t he told her yet ? Get
him to tell her. What ? ”
Murdoch said “ This is creating a precedent, Con, y’know, bad
precedent. Bad thing. We could give the man the allowance
for one year — in a different form — call it a special cost o f living
allowance for Holy Year. But the other. . . once you allow the
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other, you won’t be able to take it away.”
Murdoch’s voice crept gradually up into the key of urgence.
Far away now, cool, detached, invulnerably detached, hand
washing, the voice said “ Well, I’m afraid it’s done now. At least
I imagine it’s done.”
Murdoch finished a box and started another swiftly.
“ Another thing, Con, Cook raised this matter with you didn’t
he ? Yes — well he’s pressed for it all along. And y’know
what ? I don’t like to say this — but you know, Con — he was
at school with Bamford.”
Lord Heatherlake said “ Yes, that’s right,” a little surprised as
though the subject had been suddenly and inexplicably changed
to discussion of the boyhood of the staff. " Well ? ”
“ Well, y’know, Con, people are beginning to talk about
nepotism in the ofBce. We can’t have it. We can-not have i t
It’ll take the stomach out of them.”
Lord Heatherlake seemed to seize points separately, as though
they were a list of unconnected maxims. ” Quite right,” he said,
" we can’t have nepotism.”
“ Get nepotism and sales’ll slump,” Murdoch said, “ and if
Cook gets Bamford his living allowance the other correspondents’ll
call it nepotism. They’ll chuck in their hands. They’ll lose
punch. I’m just telling you, Con. I’m thinking of the firm.”
“ Quite right, can’t have nepotism.” The voice was defensive
now, as though there were hammering on the cloister gates.
Silence. Murdoch said “ You’d get them all coming at you . . .
wanting living allowance. And if they didn’t get it — the punch’d
go out of them. . . you’d get ’em all coming.”
The cloister gates were shuddering under blows, the wombs
walls were heaving, promising ejection into a temperature not
always blood heat. Lord Heatherlake’s voice sank : “ Yes. . . ”
he said.
“ And there’s the home staff. They’ve always been jealous of
the foreign allowances.”
“ Y e s . . . ” said Heatherlake faintly — because the limits of the
mob outside could not be seen. The view from the highest cloister
window did not include the whole swarm. Threatening. And,
the original of the first Lord Heatherlake looked down on the
second — consigning.
“ We could call it Holy Year Allowance this year — at three
pounds a day— then bring it up for review at the end of the year.
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And finish it with the others. How ’bout that ? ”
Heatherlake’s voice was mechanical now, answering familiar
reflexes.
“ Well — good idea ” ; once again as though they were on a
new subject. “ Very good idea, do that. Yes do that.. . . Is
that all ? ”
“ Yes, that’s all now.”
When he had replaced the receiver Murdoch remained crouched
forward in his multiflex angle-ease, as though he were driving home
to a great crowd of doubters, waverers, that we can’t, CAN’T,
can’t, can’t, can’t have nepotism. It was unjust. It took the
stomach out of people. He was thinking of the firm. And the
firm was bigger than that. His muscles related — a bit — revealing
their previous tension — and he became aware that his headache
was worse. He flipped one of the switches of the sound box and
he said “ Miss Simmonds ”.
“ Yes, Mr. Murdoch.”
“ Take a memo . . . to Mr. Cook.”
While she got ready, and the sound of her invisible preparations
echoed within arms length, Murdoch pressed against his forehead
with his hand and then felt the bridge of his nose between finger
and thumb with shut eyes.
That woman.
“ And, Miss Simmonds,” Murdoch blurted out, “ take that
flower out of here, will you. To-day.” He heard himself. The
strange tone. Unnecessary. Quite unnecessary. Buffoon and
daisy. He closed his eyes again, and said less loud “ The waiting
room — the waiting room’s the place for flowers ” .
“ Yes, Mr. Murdoch."

LETTERS
THE INDUSTRIAL DILEMMA O F THE WEST
To the Editor of The European.
From Professor Maximilian Esterer.
Sir,
Dealing many years ago with the same problem as Mr. Jorian
Jenks dealt with in No. 7 o f The European in a book Chinas
Naturliche Ordnung tmd die Maschine (Cotta, 1929) I found it
feasible to distinguish between roomy and filled countries.
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Roomy Countries: Those in which the population get their
livelihood out of their own soil and mines.
Filled Countries: Those requiring the application of special
craft and intelligence for getting any additional food, and/or basic
materials, from abroad in exchange for manufactures.
Both notions are not fixed ones, as an assiduous people will
get out of the soil, and the mines, more than a lazy one ; and in
consequence the possible density of population is variable. On
the other hand, the more easily satisfied the population, the more
a country can be filled.
Both types of country may be industrialised, but with very
different results. An object lesson in the results of industrialisation
of roomy countries has been given by the United States of America
during the past hundred years, bringing about increasing prosperity
and a growing population. For the effect of the industrialisation
of a filled country we do not yet have an example. Japan at its
start in the Tokugawa-Shogunat (1603-1867) was not a filled country.
Strict birth-control kept down the population to twenty-five
millions. Every woman was yearly licensed to bring forth one
or two male or female children only, and all surplus had to be
suppressed according to the Hiagaeri or the Mabiku, i.e., to be
killed before or after birth.
A filled country that entered the process of industrialisation
after the Revolution of 1911 is China, and the process will be
accelerated by the present communistic government. From many
a talk I had with the enlightened officials at the end of the Imperial
time I got the impression that they hesitated to enter head-foremost
into the Western form of civilisation because of being well aware
of the consequences to be feared. Induced by their gloomy appre
hension I tried to outline the effect of an industrialisation on a
scale more or less half of that of the United States of America.
By adapting the approximate figures of today the results are as
follows :—
1. As the import of food was exceeding already before the
last war the export of food by twenty per cent and more, any
increase of consumption has to be covered by improving the output
of the soil, or an increase of imports.
2. According to many observers, and my own experiences on
travelling through more or less all provinces on horseback or boat,
there is very little arable land not yet cultivated : and any real
and lasting increase is to be expected by modern irrigation in some
districts only. Chinese farming is excellent.
3. The yearly increase of population in China may be estimated
at present at two to three millions, corresponding to a rate of
•4 to -6 per cent. The yearly increase in Japan for 1951 amounted
to 1-56 per cent, and as the vitality of the Chinese excels that of
Japan the same figure may be reached by a higher sanitary and
hygienic system going hand in hand with industrialisation. This
would mean a yearly increase of seven to eight millions.
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4. At present, only twenty per cent out of the total of five hun
dred millions are living in towns, and only twenty millions of them
in towns of fifty thousand or more inhabitants.
Taking an industrialisation of half of the scale o f the U.S.A.,
nearly two hundred million inhabitants would become accumulated
in cities, amongst them in a greater Canton, Shanghai, Hankow,
etc., etc., with ten to twenty millions each.
5. Every man shifting from the natal village to town would
go out of the structure of the Grossfamilie, which forms in general
the village population, and this means that he will no longer endure
the scarcity of daily three meals of two or three rice or noodle
bowls with salted pickles, and two or three ounces of meat or fish
a week. As an industrial worker with cash earnings, and therefore
being in the position to eat at his ease, he could easily swallow
twice as much.
6. The following questions arise for the world :—
Firstly : How can the food for an industrialised China, say for
two hundred million Chinese workers on a progressive scale, be
supplied ?
Secondly : Where are the goods produced by them to be sold,
to provide the money to buy them the necessary food ?
Seen from this aspect I would call the industrialisation o f a filled
country a high grade explosive for the economic system o f the
world.
Besides a China of say five hundred millions there is still an
India of say four hundred millions.
Yours, etc.

M. E sterer.

Altotting/Obb,
Tillyplatz 1,
Germany.
Mr. Jorian Jenks comments as follow s:—
Professor Esterer’s most interesting letter would seem to amplify
the thesis I ventured to put forward, though the distinction between
roomy and filled countries, as he rightly says, must not be too
strictly applied. Britain, for instance, would appear to most people
to be a striking example of a filled country ; yet she is in fact
‘ roomier,’ i.e., has more natural resources per head of population,
than many parts of Asia or Africa.
Industrialisation, it is often contended, tends to slow down
the rate of population increase. In some cases it has done so —
after a time. I would not put it any higher than that. On the
other hand, its first effect is always to stimulate the demand for
food, not only because (as Professor Esterer points out) the ex
peasant greatly increases his cash purchasing-power by moving
to town, but because the transit of food from rural producer to
urban consumer inevitably involves some wastage. Granted a
reasonably high standard of cultivation, the peasant family living
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off its own plot is probably the most economical form of land-use.
The hypothesis that the development of so-called backward
areas is likely to result in an increase of industrial rather than
agricultural exports is not of course new. But it is still regarded
as being distinctly heretical. I tried it recently on an audience
which included a number of university-trained economists. Need
less to say, it was not well received, apparently because it conflicted
with the established premise that because a country is undeveloped,
it must have large natural resources awaiting exploitation — a very
dubious line of reasoning, I should have thought However that
may be, any nation which thinks it has only to export tractors
and power-plants in order to receive large quantities of primary
produce in exchange is going to be sadly disappointed. It is much
more likely to be offered cheap textile and other consumer goods,
and to be roughly abused as ‘ illiberal ’ and ‘ reactionary * if it
declines to imperil its own industrial living standards by admitting
them.

THE PIROW PROPOSALS
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Your contributor, the Hon. Oswald Pirow, puts forward a much
more reasonable and generous proposal than is usually presented
from South Africa. Because I agree with a great deal he has to
say and approve his spirit, I cannot refrain from pointing out the
underlying fallacy of his case.
He proposes the creation of separate black and white states
in Africa, beginning with South Africa, and he rightly appreciates
that in the black states the natives must be trained to fill positions
of responsibility. It is when he comes to speak of the white states
that his logic breaks down. Should not all, or most, of the basic
labour in such a state be handed over to white men as soon as
possible ? And what is the situation if that proves impossible 1
Is it reasonable or moral to deny to those who keep the state in
being the rights of citizenship ? To do so is to institute a ‘ slave
state,’ and though many South Africans indignantly deny this,
present conditions bring their nation very near to that category.
During the Industrial Revolution in Britain, men and women
began to be regarded as ‘ hands ’. It was only as such that they
Interested their employers. But at least the mean dwellings erected
for them did house them and their families. In South Africa
this process has reached a further stage. The work of the blacks
is urgently needed. The economy of the country cannot expand
without it. Yet they are not thought of as anything but ‘ visiting
tribesmen’ and more often than not accommodation is simply
not provided for them. If it is, it does not include their families.
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Thus the basic requirements of the majority of the citizens of
certain South African cities are just ignored. How then can it
be said their Jiving conditions “ were not created by the
Europeans” ? The very concept of citizenship is never applied
to them. Though without them there would be no city. If the
*Europeans ’ (strange word to use of those who expect also to be
regarded as ‘ Africans ’) wish to abolish the “ tragedy of Native
uprootedness ” let them first take over the work these natives are
needed for. At any rate, let them pay the natives something near
to what their work is actually worth to the community.
On two more points I have no space to expand. Let me just
touch on the impossibility of the bulk of the tribesmen existing
for ever on the reserves. Their agricultural methods are backward
but they were designed for the days when large tracts of land were
at the disposal of the tribes. Then they worked after a fashion.
Now most of that land has been appropriated by the whites.
Lastly, in spite of the strong prejudice against the idea, is it not
conceivable that a “ coffee-coloured race ” might possess the
finest qualities of both black and white races, and have inherited
all that is of greatest value in European civilisation ?
Yours, etc.,
Stanswood,
D esiree H irst.
Begbroke, Oxford.

THE SCOTTISH SUNDAY EXPRESS
With reference to the letter o f Lady Redesdale to the Scottish
Sunday Express which we printed in our September issue, she sends us
a letter which we print below and which clears up this misunderstanding.
From the Chairman’s Office.
The Daily Express. Fleet Street, London.
Dear Lady Redesdale,
'
I have read your letter in the September issue of The European
stating that a letter written by you to the Editor o f the Scottish
Sunday Express was neither acknowledged nor printed.
I would like you to know that in spite o f the most thorough
enquiry personally conducted by the Editor, there is no trace of
your letter ever having been received.
I make this explanation to you because, o f course, if your letter
had been received it would certainly have been acknowledged.
Yours sincerely,
E . J. R obertson.
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